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ABSTRACT
THE RELATIVE EFFECTS OF COMPARATIVE AND NONCOMPARATIVE
ADVERTISING ON EVALUATION PROCESSES
MAY 1990
SUCHETA S. AHLAWAT, B.SC., KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY
KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY
M.S., GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. Marc G. Weinberger

Advertisers are increasingly using comparative advertising to influence
product/brand evaluations. Broadly defined, a company is said to be using
comparative advertising when the sponsoring brand makes implicit or explicit
comparisons with some other identified or unidentified brand at the attribute(s) or
overall level. Empirical research examining the process through which comparative
advertising impacts brand evaluations is not well understood. The purpose of this
research is to examine the process through which comparative advertising influences
evaluations. Several social psychology theories such as the cognitive response
approach, attribution theory and the elaboration likelihood model of persuasion are
considered to develop the research hypotheses.
The primary hypothesis advanced was that comparative advertising has a
significantly more favorable influence on attribute importance, brand evaluations,
confidence in brand evaluations and behavioral intentions than noncomparative
advertising. Additionally, the mediating effects of cognitive responses generated as a
result of message exposure were also considered.
The study was conducted in a laboratory setting using university employees as
subjects. A 2 * 2 * 3 full factorial design was used. The three factors were message
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type (noncomparative, comparative), message content (evaluative, factual), and
message sidedness (one-sided, two-sided unrefuted, two-sided refuted). The
investigations were carried out using print medium within the context of bank
checking accounts.
The results from this study supported the hypothesis that comparative
messages are superior to noncomparative messages in terms of their impact on
evaluation processes. However, with respect to message content and message
sidedness there was limited support.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Comparative advertising is an aggressive competitive tool intended to generate
favorable product/brand evaluations. It is a relatively new and steadily growing form
of advertising. Broadly defined, a company is said to be using comparative
advertising when the sponsoring brand makes implicit or explicit comparisons with
some other identified or unidentified brand at the attribute(s) or overall level.
Advertisers have increasingly employed comparative advertising since its endorsement
by the Federal Trade Commission in the mid seventies. It is viewed as a useful
communications tool to generate favorable product/brand evaluations in an intensively
competitive environment.
The proliferation of comparative advertising reflects practitioners' beliefs that
the use of comparisons in advertising enhances an advertisement's persuasive impact.
However, considerable debate still exists over the benefits of comparative advertising
for advertisers as well as consumers. A possible reason for the persistent controversy
surrounding comparative advertising effects is that findings from prior research are
equivocal. Some advertisers continue to be skeptical of comparative advertising
without any comprehensive evaluation of its effects. They may fear that the use of
comparisons in advertising may have undesirable effects. For example, some
advertisers are unwilling to consider comparative advertising for fear of retaliation and
possible lawsuits challenging the legitimacy of claims unless benefits are substantial.

Another concern for advertisers is whether comparative advertising leads to
misidentification of the sponsoring brand and actually benefits the competitor. Given
the inconclusive findings in prior research and the persistent skepticism about
comparative advertising, it is important to assess the benefits and the effectiveness of
comparative advertising.
The potential benefits of comparative advertising may best be evaluated by
examining its persuasive effects relative to noncomparative advertising. Prior studies
have shed some light on the differential effects of comparative and noncomparative
message formats. While some research suggests comparative message superiority
over noncomparative messages on various dimensions (e.g., Demirdjian 1983; Gom
and Weinberg 1983, 1984; Jain and Hackleman 1978; Sheluga and Jacoby 1978),
other studies report comparative messages to be either less effective or no more
effective than noncomparative messages (e.g.. Belch 1981; Golden 1976, 1979;
Goodwin and Etgar 1980; Levine 1976; McDougall 1977; Murphy and Amundsen
1981; Shimp and Dyer 1978; Swinyard 1981; Wilson 1976). Inconsistent and
somewhat controversial findings in this area make generalizations rather difficult.
Therefore, the question remains: Are comparative messages more persuasive than
noncomparative messages?

Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to examine the relative effects of comparative and
noncomparative messages on persuasion processes. The relative effectiveness of
comparative and noncomparative advertising is postulated to be affected by message
content, message sidedness and individual differences in information processing
tendencies. Therefore, this study will also focus on these message and individual
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difference variables to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of the contingencies
under which comparative messages may be more desirable than noncomparative
messages.
The specific aims of this research are:

1. To better understand the factors that determine the relative effectiveness of
various types of comparative and noncomparative advertising and establish
empirical findings for such effects.

2. To evaluate the extent to which comparative advertising affects judgments
and evaluations. The research will draw inferences about the psychological
processes that underlie such effects.

3. To propose an alternative approach (vignette analysis) to examine advertising
copy effectiveness and evaluate its desirability to measure copy
effectiveness.

Message Factors and Persuasion

A comprehensive understanding of the relative effects of comparative and
noncomparative advertising (i.e., message type) also requires consideration of other
message factors that are likely to moderate comparative advertising effects. In fact, an
important issue facing advertisers who plan comparative campaigns is the type of
comparison to use. The type of comparisons made in the advertisement can be varied
along the dimensions of message content and message structure. The content of a
message refers to the type and amount of information presented in the advertisement,
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while the structure of an advertisement refers to the way message content is presented.
An example of message content is the presentation of factual versus evaluative
information in the message. Message sidedness involving the use of a two-sided
versus one-sided message format is a decision concerning the structural aspects of a
message.
This study hypothesizes that message content and message sidedness influence
the persuasive effects of comparative and noncomparative messages. In prior studies
message sidedness has been shown to influence information processing of
advertisements (Belch 1981; Kamins and Assael 1987). Others have suggested the use
of refutation techniques in association with message sidedness to enhance persuasion
(Sawyer 1973). Overall, studies examining message sidedness variables report mixed
findings (e.g., Belch 1983; Kamins and Assael 1987). There is also some empirical
evidence suggesting that message content may have a profound impact on persuasion
(e.g., Golden and Johnson 1983; Holbrook 1978). Therefore, an important question
that needs to be addressed is: Do message content and message structure variables
influence comparative and noncomparative advertising effects on judgment and
evaluation processes and, if so, how?

Individual Difference Factors and Persuasion

In addition to message characteristics, evaluation processes have been shown
to be influenced by an individual's ability and desire to process presented information
(Cacioppo and Petty 1982; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao and Rodriguez 1986; Henry 1980).
Since evaluations require cognitive processing involving integration of various pieces
of information, it follows that evaluation processes should be affected not only by the
information presented but also by individual cognitive characteristics. Individuals
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vary in their ability to assimilate, retain, and integrate information in order to form
judgments (Henry 1980). These variations in cognitive characteristics can account for
habitual information processing tendencies. While some individuals engage in
extensive processing, others expend minimal effort. Thus, any attempt to examine
evaluation processes, especially within comparative advertising involving more
complex information, should address individual cognitive differences.
Prior research on comparative advertising copy effects has not considered the
role of these cognitive factors on judgments and evaluations. A possible explanation
for the inconsistent findings in prior research on comparative advertising effects is that
message characteristics and individual difference variables measuring human
cognition have an interactive effect on product/brand evaluations. Therefore, this
research investigates whether individual cognitive differences mediate judgment and
evaluation processes in comparative and noncomparative message conditions.

Measures of Copy Effects

An important issue in the investigation of persuasive effects of advertisements
is the selection of measures used to evaluate such effects. Most advertising messages
are intended to influence consumer evaluation and choice processes by inducing
favorable product/brand evaluations. It follows that an examination of copy effects on
overall product/brand evaluations is necessary to understand the persuasive impact of
comparative messages. Prior research utilizing dependent measures such as recall,
attitudes and intentions is lacking in its attempts to relate these intermediate measures
of copy effectiveness to overall product/brand evaluations (e.g., Golden 1976;
Goodwin and Etgar 1980; Levine 1976; Pletcher et al. 1977; Prasad 1976; Pride et al.
1977; Sawyer 1973; Swinyard 1981 and Wilson 1976). Empirical research dealing
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with comparative advertising's effect on evaluation processes assumes added
significance since measures of copy effectiveness such as recall and beliefs have been
shown to be either weakly related or unrelated to product evaluations and preferences
(cf. Derben, Fiske and Hastie 1979; Dickson 1982; Greenwald 1968).
Consumer confidence in their own product/brand evaluations can provide
additional insight into message effectiveness. Research in consumer behavior
indicates that one of the persuasive effects of a message involves enhancing the
confidence with which evaluations are held (Howard 1974, 1977, 1989; Settle and
Golden 1974). Individuals may experience uncertainty in making judgments and
evaluations due to lack of complete/adequate information and/or limited information
processing capabilities. The level of uncertainty is posited to reflect an individual's
confidence in his/her judgment. Howard and Sheth (1969) described the concept of
'confidence in one's own judgment' as the perceived certainty or conviction in brand
judgments. They suggest that brand comprehension is a major determinant of an
individual's confidence in his/her judgment. It may be reasoned that advertising
perceived as credible and informative may serve to enhance brand comprehension
resulting in greater confidence ratings. Thus, one of the consequences of a persuasive
message may be enhanced confidence in judgments. As such, one of the measures to
evaluate the effectiveness of comparative messages used in this study is its impact on
the confidence in judgments.
While elaborating on measures of copy effectiveness, Mackenzie (1986)
suggested that evaluation processes are influenced by the 'perceived importance' of the
various attributes of the product being evaluated. He questioned the assertions in prior
research that attribute importance perceptions are based on stable, deep-seated cultural
norms and values and are thus, not influenced by advertising. He cited the lack of
stability of attribute importance perceptions across situations to support his contention
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that advertising can and does impact brand attribute perceptions. This argument is
consistent with findings from a study by Gardner (1983) indicating that the
prominence of an attribute in the advertisement influences the weight assigned to an
attribute during evaluation processes. These studies suggest an indirect influence of
advertising on judgments and evaluations through its effect on attribute importance.
Thus, it is important to examine how comparative advertising affects perceived
attribute importance, overall product/brand evaluations, and the confidence one has in
his/her evaluations.

Research Objectives

This study investigates relative copy effects of comparative and
noncomparative advertising on information processing and product/brand evaluations.
Specifically, this study examines the effects of message type (comparative and
noncomparative), message content (factual and evaluative), message sidedness (one¬
sided, two-sided unrefuted and two-sided refuted), and certain individual differences in
cognition on product/brand evaluation measures. The study utilized an elaboration
likelihood model and the cognitive response perspective to measure the impact of
comparative advertising on the importance attached to various product attributes, the
resulting overall evaluation of the product, confidence in those evaluations, and
behavioral intentions. The investigations were carried out within the context of
evaluating bank checking accounts. The following research questions are addressed:

1. Given that comparative messages contain more message cues, is information
presented in a comparative format processed and used more than information
presented in a noncomparative format?
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2. How does message content and message sidedness influence the processing of
comparative and noncomparative advertising messages? In what ways, if at
all, does message content interact with message sidedness variables to
determine the persuasive effects of an advertisement?

3. How does exposure to comparative versus noncomparative messages
influence the importance or the weight attached to various dimensions of the
product/brand being evaluated?

4. What are the effects of various types of comparative and noncomparative
advertising messages on overall evaluations? Does exposure to comparative
advertisements have a direct effect leading to more favorable evaluations or a
more subtle effect of increasing an individual's confidence in his/her
evaluations?

5. Is processing of comparative advertising messages mediated by individual
difference variables such as need for cognition and general attitude towards
advertising?

This study addresses these research questions within the overall framework of
judgment and evaluation processes. Specific hypotheses derived from existing
theories in communication and persuasion are tested to assess copy effects. In a major
departure from earlier research, the present research assesses the impact of advertising
copy on product evaluations and brand attribute importance given that the individual
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also has knowledge of objective product features. Thus, copy effectiveness is
considered within the overall framework of decision making process.

Contributions of the Study

This study will contribute substantively and methodologically to advertising,
information processing and persuasion theory, and public policy. The study will be of
interest to those involved in understanding and modeling the impact of advertising on
evaluation processes.
Advertisers and public policy formulators have substantial interest in
evaluating the effects of comparative advertising. At the present time, there is little
theory to guide our understanding of situations where comparative advertising is
effective and why. Public policy makers might benefit from understanding the effects
of comparative advertising on consumer information processing. The findings from
this study will aid policy makers in evaluating the need for regulation or guidelines on
the use of comparative formats by advertisers.
The study will have practical implications for the development of comparative
advertising strategies. Advertisers might consider the potential benefits of
comparative messages relative to their costs and risks. From a practitioner's view
point awareness of individual cognition difference influences can aid in decisions
concerning the level of message complexity to use for a particular target market.
Since bank checking accounts are used as the stimulus, bank managers will find the
results directly useful in formulating marketing and advertising strategy.
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Organization Plan

The remaining chapters are organized as follows. In chapter II relevant
theoretical and empirical research is reviewed. This chapter also contains a conceptual
base underlying this study. A detailed discussion and justification of the variables
used in the present study is also presented in chapter 2. Hypotheses based on the
discussion and literature review are presented in chapter III.
The research design and methodology employed in the study is discussed in
chapter IV. In addition, chapter IV also contains a discussion of the sample, data
collection procedures, and research instruments. Chapter V contains data analysis and
results from the experiment. Chapter VI presents conclusions in terms of the stated
objectives. Findings of the study are discussed in terms of their theoretical,
methodological, managerial and public policy implications. Finally, limitations and
some suggestions for future research are presented.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section literature from diverse areas of comparative advertising,
information processing, and persuasion theory will be reviewed and integrated. The
goal is to develop a conceptual framework that will allow for the derivation of causal
hypotheses regarding the persuasive effects of comparative and noncomparative
messages on product/brand evaluations.

Comparative Advertising

This section provides a background on the evolvement of comparative
advertising, reviews the issues and concerns involved in using comparative
advertising. Empirical research examining the differential effects of comparative and
noncomparative advertising messages is also discussed.

Comparative Advertising: Background

In personal selling, marketers have long recognized the importance of both
implicit and explicit comparisons of their product attributes/benefits with those of
competitors. Marketers hope that such comparisons will lead to more favorable
overall evaluations with consumers believing that the promoted product provides a
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better value than the competitors' products. The use of comparisons, traditionally
limited, has steadily increased in the last decade. In a survey of television
commercials, Koten (1984) estimates that nearly 35 percent of all commercials use
some form of comparison, while in a similar survey conducted in 1973, Shimp (1975)
reported a mere 7 percent. Another study found that 23 percent of all radio and
television commercials in 1981 were comparative (Abrams 1982). The frequency with
which comparative messages appear in print has also increased. In a content analysis
of magazine advertisements appearing in 1980, Harmon, Razzouk and Stern (1983)
found 32 percent of the advertisements to be comparative. The incidence of
comparative advertising in the 80's has been substantially higher than that in 1975,
when a similar study examined magazine advertisements for that year, and found that
only 10 percent of the messages were comparative (Jackson, Brown and Harmon
1979).
The increase in the use of comparisons in advertising has been attributed to
increased competition and the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) decision in the early
1970s to encourage comparative advertising (Ash and Wee 1983). In its campaign, the
FTC employed a series of unofficial endorsements which urged advertisers to compare
their product(s) directly with competing products. At the same time, the FTC
campaign also encouraged television networks to accept advertisements that made
explicit brand/product comparisons (Advertising Age 1975). The FTC's support of the
practice of comparative advertising also influenced the American Association of
Advertising Agencies (AAAA) to revise its stance on comparative advertising. The
AAAA, in its policy statement on comparative advertising, granted it limited approval
by suggesting that appropriate and discriminate use of comparisons does benefit
consumers (AAAA 1975).
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The sanction of comparative advertising by the FTC and the AAAA has also
influenced attitudes of various groups towards comparative claims in advertising.
Television networks, with the exception of NBC, were unwilling to air comparative
advertisements before FTC's approval. The FTC's endorsement served as an important
impetus for major television networks to be more receptive and willing to air
comparative advertisements. The attitudes of advertising professionals have also
shifted since the early seventies. In a survey conducted by Barry and Tremblay
(1975), a majority of advertising professionals were skeptical of comparative
advertising. However, a recent survey by Hisrich (1983) revealed that a majority of
advertisers were favorably disposed toward comparison advertising and that they
preferred direct comparative claims. Consumer attitudes toward comparative
advertising are not clear as there is no published work in this area that directly
addresses this issue.
In advocating direct comparisons, the FTC argued that they are beneficial for
everyone in the marketplace: consumers, advertisers, competitors and the advertising
industry (Jennings 1979). FTC endorsements appear to have been motivated by the
belief that comparative advertising provides consumers with greater information as
compared to other types of advertising. FTC officials have suggested that the nature
of comparative messages leads to enhanced quality and quantity of information
presented in the messages. For example, it has been suggested that comparative
advertising enables consumers to evaluate the relative merits of competing brands
(Swinyard 1981). FTC's reasoning has also been supported by an experimental
investigation of comparative advertising effects by Earl and Fhide (1980). They
reported that subjects' did perceive comparative messages to be more informative than
noncomparative messages. Harmon, Razzouk and Stern (1983) also reached similar
conclusions based on a content analysis of magazine advertisements.
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The FTC, a major proponent of comparative advertising, believes that the use
of direct comparisons creates a self-imposed consumerism in advertising (Wilkie and
Farris 1975). The FTC also favored direct comparisons because of the belief that
explicit brand comparisons are less likely to use false and misleading information due
to the fact that companies fear lawsuits brought by competitors. This implies that
direct comparisons by their very nature should discourage misleading and deceptive
advertising practices, thereby providing consumers with accurate information. While
elaborating upon the benefits of comparative advertising, Rosden and Rosden (1982)
state that direct comparisons enhance competition by forcing manufacturers to upgrade
products, thereby, providing better value to consumers. Advocates of comparative
advertising also argue that disallowing comparative advertising is incompatible with
the goals of a free enterprise system and is, thus, against the public interest.
Several benefits of comparative advertising from an advertiser's perspective
have also been suggested. It is viewed especially useful in an environment of 'ad
clutter’ coupled with 'zipping' and 'zapping' behavior consumers engage in.
Comparative advertising is considered to be more successful in attracting audience
attention due to their novel character. In a seminal work on comparative advertising,
Wilkie and Farris (1975) proposed that comparisons in advertising enhance consumer
brand comprehension as well as brand preference. In spite of the endorsements by the
FTC, some individuals in the advertising industry remain unenthusiastic about the
practice of comparative advertising. This is because there is no clear evidence from
prior research indicating that the advantages associated with comparative advertising
outweigh the disadvantages.
Comparative advertising is not devoid of criticisms. Its employment is less
likely if advertisers feel that their product does not compare favorably with the
competitor's brand, that the competitor might retaliate by comparing his product's
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strengths to their weaknesses, or that the complexity of the message may actually
confuse the receiver of the message (Swayne, Starling and Cooke 1981). Critics of
comparative advertising also argue that the increased availability of information in
itself does not necessarily imply that it will aid consumer decision making. They
suggest that providing more information actually has negative effects on consumer
decision making. Greater amounts of information, due to the limited human
information processing capabilities, may serve to create 'information overload' and
increasing the possibility of confusing rather than aiding consumers (Ash and Wee
1983).
Opponents of comparative advertising also charge that a large number of
comparative advertisements are misleading because individuals are unable to
accurately process information in a comparative format. Attribution theory suggests
that comparative message formats may be perceived as more credible and believable
and cause people to form inordinate impressions about a particular brand/product.
This argument is even more forceful when the products/brands being compared are
almost identical and a meaningful comparison is impossible. Advocates of
comparative advertising counter this criticism by arguing that although differentiation
in comparative advertising is sometimes based on trivialities and subjective factors, it
is precisely this sort of information upon which consumers base their choices of
product. Therefore comparisons in advertising based on trivial differences should not
be of undue concern (Rosden and Rosden 1982). Other criticisms include the potential
for the misidentification of brands identified in the advertisement causing a
"boomerang" effect (Ash and Wee 1983).
The above discussion highlighted some of the issues and concerns involved in
the use of comparative advertising. Prior research on comparative advertising is
reviewed next and the observed effects related to the issues discussed above.
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Comparative Advertising: Past Research

Shortly after the endorsement of comparative advertising by FTC, Wilkie and
Farris (1975) proposed several hypotheses based on hierarchy of effects model
regarding the effectiveness of comparative advertising. Several studies examining
comparative advertising's effects, sparked by Wilkie and Farris's (1975) article, have
since been conducted. Several authors have presented a review of comparative
advertising studies. Ulanoff (1975) presented an excellent review of the evolvement
of comparative advertising. Others reviewed comparative advertising studies within a
concetual framework (Boddewyn and Marton 1978; Byer and Cooke 1985; Scammon
1978; Wilkie and Farris 1975). Wilkie and Farris (1975) advanced several
propositions based on 'hierarchy of effects' model due to Lavidge and Steiner (1961).
Therefore, research in the area of comparative advertising is reviewed within the
hierarchy of effects paradigm. Table 2.1 illustrates the scope and type of empirical
research conducted on comparative advertising effects. Table 2.1 indicates that except
for the O'Connor (1986) and Wilson (1979) studies none of the studies have examined
comparative advertisement effectiveness for services. This study examined
comparative advertising effects within the context of bank checking accounts to
enhance the existing literature. Table 2.2 lists major dependent variables used in
comparative advertising studies and the associated findings.
As evident from Table 2.1, a variety of products ranging from convenience
goods to speciality goods and services have been examined in research to date.
However, a majority of the investigations were carried out within the convenience
product category. A review of the research suggests at a very tentative levels that
comparative advertising effects are more pronounced for durable goods and services.
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This product class effect may be due to the fact that consumers do not perceive
substantial differences in convenience goods. On the other hand durable goods and
services lend themselves to meaningful comparisons across brands. A few studies
have also examined the mediating effects of the sponsor of the advertisement. Most
studies of comparative advertising effectiveness have been conducted within the
context of new brand introductions. In general, comparative ads aided in the
positioning of new products. Also comparative ads for a new entrant in the market
place led to more favorable attitudes and purchase intentions.
Jain and Hackleman (1978) found that brand name recall as a result of
exposure to comparative advertising was influenced by product category. Specifically,
brand name recall was higher for convenience and speciality goods than for shopping
goods. This finding suggests that comparative advertising may not be desirable across
all product categories. O'Connor (1986) also reported a significant message type and
product type interaction while examining various ad effectiveness variables such as
believability. Long distance service had the strongest effect. Several researchers
have examined the influence of message execution strategy factors such as the nature
of comparison used, the directionality of comparison, intensity of comparison,
message sidedness, claim substantiation and the type of cues used. Murphy and
Amundsen (1981) examined the effects of nature of comparison. They tested
noncomparative, brand X, and comparative advertisement effects on claim recall and
believability. Noncomparative ads outperformed both the brand X type of
advertisements as well as comparative ads. Comparative ads led to more favorable
responses than the direct X type of advertisements.
The directionality of the comparison has been manipulated to examine whether
comparison should be associative or differentiative or both. In the associative
approach only similarities between two products are stressed while in the
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differentiative approach only differences between two products are stressed. Another
option is to use a combitorial approach where both similarities and differences are
mentioned. In most comparative advertising studies a differentiative approach has
been used. A study by Lamb, Pletcher and Pride (1979) examined directionality
effects and found that there were no major differences in observed effects due
directionality of the claim. Future research may well examine the effects of
directionality and sponsor's position in the marketplace (i.e. existing versus new
entrant).
Another related variable message sidedness has been extensively examined in
prior research. Most studies examining message sidedness report no favorable impact
on attitudinal and behavioral variables. However, twos-sided messages have been
found to be more believable. Several have suggested the use of substantiation to
enhance message acceptance. Earl and Pride (1980) examined the effects of claim
substantiation on message acceptance and did not found any significant effects.
Summary. Overall, prior research does not indicate any consistent pattern of
results. Comparative advertising's ultimate test depends upon whether the information
in the message is processed accurately and used in product evaluations and choices.

Moderating Stimulus Factors

Stimulus characteristics influence the persuasive effects of advertisements.
Two such characteristics that appear particularly promising in explaining comparative
advertising effects are message content and message sidedness. Within the context of
examining the effectiveness of comparative messages consideration of messages that
also vary along message content and message sidedness dimensions should yield better
understanding of such effects. Such a consideration may explain the contingencies
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Table 2.1
Major Studies Examining Comparative
Advertisement Effects
Research Study

Product/
Service

Subjects/
Sample Size/
Media

Independent
Variables

Belch (1981)

Toothpaste

Church grp./
260/
TV

Message Type
Message Sidedness
Repetition

Demirdjian (1983)

Ballpoint
pen

Students/
273/
Print

Message Type

Droge and Darmon
(1987)

Toothpaste

Students/
240/
Print

Message Type
Product or Non-product
Claim

Earl and Pride (1980)

Pain reliever

Students/
372/
Print

Message Type
Message Sidedness
Performance Results

Golden (1979)

Deodorant

Students/
594/
Print

Message Type
Claim Substantiation
Copy Theme
Competitive Position

Goodwin & Etgar
(1980)

Beer/
Pain reliever

Students/
180/
Print

Message Type
Product Class
Amount of Information

Gom & Weinberg
(1985)

Cigarettes
Golf balls
Toothpaste

Students/
172/
Print

Message Type
Context
Product Type

Iyer(1989)

Headache remedy

Adults/
207/
Print

Message Type
Message Content
Relative Newness
Continued, next page
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Research Study

Product/
Service

Subjects/
Sample Size/
Media

Independent
Variables

Jain & Hackleman
(1978)

Four products
each from
Convenience,
Shopping &
Specialty
category

Adults/
89/

Message Type
Product Type

Levine (1976)

Beer

Students/
40/
TV

Message Type

Muehling (1987a)

Deodorant

Students/
133/
Print

Message Type
Visual vs Verbal
Naming competitor

Murphy & Amundsen
(1981)

Facial Tissue

Students/
190/
Print

Message Type

O’ Connor(1986)

Cigarettes
Long distance
phone

Students/
160/
Print

Message Type
Product Type

Prasad (1976)

Movie
Camera

Students/
202/
Print

Message Type
Brand Loyalty

Pride, Lamb &
Pletcher (1979)

Calculators

Students/
210/
Print

Message Type
Directionality
Product Ownership

Shimp & Dyer
(1979)

Fast food

Students &
Adults/400/

Message Type
Brand Position
Continued, next page
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Research Study

Product/
Service

Subjects/
Sample Size/
Media

Swinyard (1981)

Food Store
Prices

Walker, Swasy &
Rethans (1986)

Beer

Female house¬ Message Type
Message Sidedness
hold heads
272/
Print
Message Type
Students/
40/
Television

Wilson &
Muderrisoglu (1979)

Cat food
Beer
Credit card
Automobiles
Personal care
products
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Students/
75/
Print

Independent
Variables

Message type
Product Class

Table 2.2
Studies Reporting Favorable & Unfavorable
Comparative Advertising Effects
Advertising Response
Variable

Supportive

Contradictory

Brand Name Recall

Jain & Hackleman (1978)

Droge and Darmon (1987)

Claim Points Recall

Droge and Darmon (1987) Murphy & Amundsen (1981)
Shimp & Dyer (1978)
Prasad (1976)
Sheluga & Jacoby (1978)

Claim Believability

Wilson (1976)

Cognitive Variables

Prasad (1976)
Swinyard (1981)
Wilson & Muderrisoglu
(1979)

Perceived Ad
Credibility

Information Content

Levine (1976)
Murphy & Amundsen (1981)
Shimp & Dyer (1978)

Harmon, Razzouk &
Stem (1983)

Affective Variables
Attitude Toward
Sponsoring Brand

Gom & Weinberg (1983)
Iyer (1988)
Wilson (1976)

Attitude Toward
Sponsor

Shimp & Dyer (1978)
Wilson (1976)

Attitude Toward
Comparative Advertising

Goodwin & Etgar (1980)
McDougall (1977)

Continued, next page
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Table 2.3 (Continued)

Advertising Response
Variable

Supportive

Contradictory

Belch (1981)
Swinyard (1981)
Wilson & Muderrisoglu
(1980)

Counter Arguments

Conative Variables

Sample Trial

Droge and Darmon (1987)

Information Search

Droge and Darmon (1987)

Behavioral Intention

Iyer (1988)
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under which a comparative message has a desirable or undesirable effect on judgments
and evaluations. In the following section research in the area of message content and
message sidedness will be reviewed.

Message Content

The role of message content, central to persuasion research, has been of great
interest to scholars examining communication effects (Petty 1981, Eagly 1974). Early
research in psychology dealt with the dichotomy of factual versus emotional appeals
(Hartman 1936; McGuire 1969). Other distinctions in message content have used
various labeling terms such as factual versus evaluative (Holbrook 1978), informative
versus persuasive (Marquez 1977), objective versus subjective (Shimp 1979), and
social versus objective (Mizerski and Settle 1979).
While elaborating upon the differences between factual and evaluative message
content, Shimp (1983) states that "factual advertising content differs from evaluative
content both in terms of word choice and, more importantly, in the perceptual task
imposed upon receivers for processing information" (p. 197). Shimp asserts that "in a
factual advertising assertion, the significate represents a concrete, tangible, physical
reality of the advertised product" (p. 198). Consistent with Shimp's description,
Holbrook (1978) defined factual content as "logical objectively verifiable descriptions
of tangible product features" (p. 547). An illustration of a factual message content
would be "the interest rate offered on a checking account balance is 5%." On the other
hand, "the significate in an evaluative advertising assertion does not represent a
physical property of the advertised product. The product is characterized instead using
abstract, vague language devoid of physical referents" (Shimp 1983, p. 198). Thus, an
evaluative appeal consists of "emotional, subjective impression of intangible aspects of
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the product" (Holbrook 1978, p. 547). A message claiming, "you'll be rest assured and
confident when you bank with us," illustrates an example of evaluative message
content.
These descriptions of factual versus evaluative appeals suggest that the various
labeling terms fall under the general categories of either factual or evaluative message
content. It must be noted that any advertisement may contain both factual and
evaluative components; only their relative balance varies (Holbrook 1978; Holbrook
and O'Shaughnessy 1984). The classification of a message into a factual versus
evaluative category is, thus, guided by the dominant component in the message. The
processing of advertisements varying in message content may differ considerably in
the amount of elaboration generated which may have differential effects on subsequent
evaluations. For example, it is quite likely that factual messages characterized by
greater objectivity may be more readily accepted than evaluative messages
The interest in the investigations of message content effects in advertising
partially stems from public policy concerns. Message content may potentially be a
major source of deception in advertising (Shimp 1983). Advertisements based on
evaluative message claims create greater potential for deception than those based on
factual claims (Russo, Metcalf, and Stevens 1981). Critics of advertising find the
increase in evaluative appeals disturbing and contrary to its stated role of information
provider. In a content analysis of 378 television commercials, Resnik and Stern
(1977) found that fewer than half of the ads contained any objective product or service
information. However, the sparse empirical research in this area necessitates further
work to understand the effects of message content especially within the context of
comparative advertising.
A review of research in social psychology that addresses the persuasive effects
of factual versus evaluative content indicates no universal findings.
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Evaluative/Emotional appeals had greater persuasive effects than factual appeals in
studies of voting behavior as well as in a study attempting to create negative attitudes
toward excessive taxes (Hartman 1936). However, other studies report relatively
temporary effects of message content. Weiss (1960) and Bowers (1963) report only
partial support for the superiority of evaluative message claims. While summarizing
research on the relative effects of factual versus emotional appeals, McGuire (1969)
concluded that the two types of appeals generally do not have a notable differential
effect, however emotional appeals have slight superiority. In a recent study by Pallak,
Murroni, and Koch (1983) it was found that subjects processed rational messages
systematically while emotional messages were processed heuristically. Rational
messages were also found to lead to more favorable brand evaluations and greater
intentions to try the product than emotional messages. Further while communicator
attractiveness influenced persuasive effects of emotional messages, the
communicator's attractiveness had no impact on the processing of rational appeals.
Wattenmaker and Shoben (1987) undertook empirical research to examine
recall of concrete versus abstract sentences. Using the context availability model, they
suggested that the recall of abstract sentences was similar to concrete sentences if the
context framed a coherent paragraph. However, in a random context, concrete
sentences were recalled better. In an advertising situation this would imply that
individuals in a decision situation would be equally influenced by abstract versus
concrete ad copy. However, individuals not currently in a decision situation may be
influenced more favorably by concrete ad copy than an abstract copy.
Four recent studies dealing with print advertisements found that factual
message content had more influence than evaluative content (Edell and Staelin 1983;
Golden and Johnson 1983; Holbrook 1978; Rossiter and Percy 1978). Edell and
Staelin (1983) concluded that messages with factual content produced more favorable
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evaluations than those with an evaluative content. They explained these findings
within the context of counterarguments generated as a result of message exposure.
Factual content elicited greater number of support arguments and fewer
counterarguments. Holbrook (1978) found that factual message content was more
influential in changing beliefs about technical product attributes but not in changing
beliefs about subjective, aesthetic attributes. However, the impact of factual versus
evaluative message content on overall brand judgments was not investigated in
Holbrook's study. Using thinking versus feeling dichotomy for message content.
Golden and Johnson (1983) examined their impact on traditional measures of
advertising effectiveness. They reported greater superiority of thinking appeals in
enhancing persuasion. Specifically, thinking appeals were more liked, perceived as
more informative and led to higher purchase intentions than did feeling appeals.
Rossiter and Percy (1978) also reached similar conclusions that advertisements
presenting explicit product claims were more effective than advertisements presenting
vague product claims. Zielske (1982) conducted a study to examine the delayed
effects of thinking and feeling appeals. According to Zielske, thinking appeals were
found to be superior using both immediate and delayed measures of effectiveness.
However, Zielske's findings should be viewed with caution since Foote, Cone &
Benning performed a study that demonstrated day-after recall method's bias against
emotional, feeling type of ads (Honomichl 1981, p. 2).
The mechanisms through which message content affects information
processing and persuasion can be explained within three different conceptual
frameworks: vividness effects (Taylor and Thompson 1982), elaboration likelihood
model (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), and the dual code theory (Paivio 1971). Mackenzie
(1986) explained that vivid information attracts more attention and remains in thought
longer than non-vivid information and consequently has a stronger influence on
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subsequent product evaluations than non-vivid information. This is because the
amount of attention given to an advertising message influences the importance of the
attribute information presented in the message, which in turn, impacts brand
evaluations. The selective attention and thought hypothesis suggests differential
weighing of information depending on how vivid it is. Vividness, a characteristics of
factual messages, should result in excessive weighing of the information and
consequently its importance in subsequent evaluations.
Research on the processing of vivid information is based on the premise that
vividness and subsequent judgments are greatly influenced by the concreteness and
specificity of information (Borgida 1979; Taylor and Thompson 1982). Soley and
Reid (1983) examined the characteristics of industrial advertisements that were
perceived as informative by customers. Messages with factual cues were perceived as
more informative by respondents. For example, cues on aspects of product
components/contents, product availability, price and quality were perceived to be
informative. These cues are characteristic of message concreteness. Concreteness is a
basic characteristic of factual information. Therefore, one may generalize
concreteness effects to factual message content effects on information processing. It
can be posited that the characteristics of 'concreteness' and 'vividness' cause factual
messages to draw more attention and thought. Hence, factual content has a greater
impact on evaluations than evaluative content.
Psychologists have also explained concreteness effects within the framework
of the dual code theory. According to the dual code theory individuals code and
process information using two different strategies: imaginal (nonverbal) system and
linguistic (verbal system). Corresponding to these two coding systems, information is
stored and represented in memory either in imaginal or verbal format (Paivio 1983).
The proponents of this theory further suggest that concrete information is more
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imageable. Concrete sentences are comprehended and elaborated upon with relative
ease to extract meaning and are consequently stored in the imaging system. Abstract
information is less elaborated on and is stored in the linguistic system. The differential
coding mechanism employed by individuals to process a message explains the
pervasiveness of concreteness effects.
In marketing, Johnson and Kiselius (1985) examined concreteness within the
context of product features and dimensions. They contend that product dimensions are
"....continuous attributes on which objects differ as a matter of degree," while features
are "dichotomous attributes that an object either has or does not have." Dimensions
theoretically subsume a number of features in memory encoding to reduce cognitive
resource limitations associated with concrete information. The more abstract an
advertising claim is, the more likely the consumers will use product dimensions in
memory encoding. Johnson and Kiselius (1985) further contend that concrete product
attributes are simple to process, more relevant attributes to individuals than abstract
representations. Concrete attributes are also more likely to be available in memory
than abstract attributes due to greater cognitive elaboration.
Message content effects may also be considered within the context of
elaboration likelihood model. The tenets of the elaboration likelihood model (ELM)
are that the course of information processing accounts for differential endurance of
persuasive communication effects. Persuasion through the central route occurs when
an individual engages in thoughtful and elaborative reflection of the merits of an
advocated position in a message. When simple cues in a message bring about a
change in the attitudes, persuasion is said to have occurred through the peripheral
route. No consideration or elaboration of the issues (cues) germane to the advocated
position takes place. The vividness characteristic of factual messages should draw
more attention and thought leading to elaborate processing. Individuals may ignore
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elaboration of cues relevant to an advocated position when exposed to a nonvivid
message such as evaluative messages. Petty and Cacioppo's elaboration likelihood
model, thus, suggests that both factual and evaluative messages may enhance
persuasion through entirely different mechanisms. Factual messages are more likely to
be processed through the central route while evaluative messages are more likely to be
processed through the peripheral route. The persuasive effects of evaluative messages
may not be evident using the traditional measures of recall and beliefs about product
attributes. Examination of message content impact on attribute importance and overall
brand evaluations may more clearly reveal these effects.
Summary. The above review of message content effects indicates conflicting
findings in social psychology and advertising research. However, prior research does
permit to speculate that factual information is more vivid, attracts more attention,
causes more elaborate encoding of the information, and enhances persuasion.
Comparative advertisements vary substantially in terms of the comparison made.
Some comparative ads use a factual content strategy in which product/brand attributes
on which comparisons are made are vividly presented Other comparative ads employ
and evaluative content startegy where superiority is implied on product/brand
attributes. No study has yet examined the influence of message content on the relative
effectiveness of both comparative and noncomparative advertising. The issue that
remains unaddressed is whether comparative advertisement effectiveness can be
enhanced using a factual content. Further, prior research has ignored copy
effectiveness measures such as perceived attribute importance and confidence in
evaluations. In this study it is of interest to determine whether message content
differentially impacts the processing of comparative and noncomparative advertising.
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Message Sidedness

Message sidedness, an important structural dimension along which
advertisements vary, has been found to influence the impact of message type on
product evaluations in prior research. It involves whether one or both sides of an issue
are presented in a message.
A 'one-sided' message contains only positive and supportive claims regarding
the promoted brand. A 'two-sided unrefuted' message presents favorable claims at the
outset, suggesting superiority on important product dimensions followed by mildly
negative information on relatively unimportant aspect(s) of the product. A two-sided
message where mildly negative information is subsequently disclaimed is termed 'twosided refutation.’
Several studies in marketing have examined message sidedness and refutation
as a means of enhancing persuasion (Belch 1981; Bither, Dolich and Nell 1971; Etgar
and Goodwin 1982; Golden and Alpert 1978; Kamins 1980; Kamins and Assael 1987;
Settle and Golden 1974; Sawyer 1973; Smith and Hunt 1978; Swinyard 1981 and
Szybillo and Heslin 1973). While most research has focused on message sidedness
effects in noncomparative messages, Belch (1981), Etgar and Goodwin (1982) and
Settle and Golden (1974) and Swinyard (1981) investigated the mediating role of
message sidedness on comparative and noncomparative advertising effects. In the
following section research findings on one-sided, two-sided unrefuted and two-sided
refuted messages are discussed separately.

One-sided Message Claims. Advertisement effects on product evaluations are
influenced by perceptions of the advertiser's underlying motives and intentions. These
perceptions influence message believability, which in turn determine whether the
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information in the message is utilized in product evaluations and decision making.
Self interest motivates advertisers to develop messages aimed at increasing sales
(Settle and Golden 1974). Therefore, it is generally expected that marketers will
present product attribute claims that portray their product as better i.e. a one sided
message strategy. The perceived intent of the advertiser and likely subjectivity in
advertising may cause individuals to view such product claims as biased.
The perceived subjectivity of one-sided messages is evident in general
criticisms of advertising. A major criticism of advertising is that most advertising
messages utilize a one-sided message strategy, although most issues, objects or
situations have at least two sides. One-sided messages can be considered incomplete
based on Shimp's (1978) notion of incomplete messages. Pollay (1986) uses the legal
term "suppresso verdi" to describe advertisers' omission of information that may in
fact be quite pertinent to decision making. He indicates that for the consumer, the
utility of incomplete messages - telling only part of the full story by providing
information on only positive attributes of the products - is limited. There is a
substantial likelihood that the information in a one-sided message will be discounted if
one-sided claims are viewed as biased. On the other hand, one-sided message claims
are less complex, suggesting at most minimal confounding or none at all. Thus, while
one-sided messages impose minimal cognitive demands on the receiver, their
persuasiveness may be limited due to a lack of perceived credibility. From his
investigation of the effects of incomplete comparisons on information processing
Shimp (1978) concludes that individuals exposed to incomplete comparisons had a
greater tendency to make inferences beyond the intentions in the manifest content of
the message.
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Two-sided Unrefined Message Claims. It has been argued that a two-sided
message format may communicate information with more objectivity and accuracy
compared with a one-sided message. Further, public policy makers assert that a twosided message strategy minimizes the possibility of deception and misrepresentation
by advertisers. It appears that interest in two-sided comparisons stems from attempts
to increase the persuasive effects of advertisements and the need to meet the growing
criticisms against one-sided message claims. Research indicates that using two-sided
messages arises from the belief that they enhance believability (Settle and Golden
1974; Smith and Hunt 1978). A two-sided message is distinct from traditional
advertisements since the former contains information cues enhancing the advertiser's
position as well as cues opposed to the communicator's interests. The perceived
objectivity of two-sided messages results from their attempts to convey both positive
and negative aspects about a product. The perceived objectivity in a two-sided
message may increase its receptivity by minimizing the amount of discounting taking
place.
A majority of researchers examining the effects of two-sided message strategy
on attitudes, intentions and product ratings report limited or no support (Belch 1981;
Settle and Golden 1974; Smith and Hunt 1978). However, recent studies by Etgar and
Goodwin (1982) and Swinyard (1981) suggests that two-sided messages significantly
alter an individual's response to attitudes, behavioral intentions and product evaluation
measures.
Early inquiries into the persuasiveness of 'two-sided unrefuted' appeals by
Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield (1949) found that the effectiveness of one-sided
versus two-sided messages is mediated by the initial position held by receivers of the
message. Lumsdaine and Janis (1953) reported that attitude changes from exposure to
two-sided messages were less susceptible to influence from subsequent
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counterarguments as compared with attitude changes from exposure to one-sided
messages. While investigating message sidedness in advertising, Faison (1961) found
that the effects of these messages were mediated by individual factors such as the
initial position held by message recipients and their education level. He concluded
that individuals with higher education level and initially opposed to the position
advocated in the message were likely to be influenced by two-sided unrefuted appeal.
This finding suggests that two-sided messages are complex requiring better
information processing capabilities. In Faison's study, the superiority of two-sided
unrefuted appeals over one-sided appeals was also evidenced in the former's tendency
to induce more enduring attitude changes. Etgar and Goodwin (1982) also
investigated message sidedness effects when subjects did not have any prior beliefs
about a product. In the context of new brand introductions, they found that two-sided
messages had a greater effect in the formation of attitudes compared to one-sided
messages.
Settle and Golden's (1974) study was the first experimental investigation of
'two-sided unrefuted’ message claims in comparison advertising. They conceptualized
that in contrast to a one-sided message, exposure to a two-sided unrefuted message
argument will lead to more favorable evaluations. This is consistent with attribution
theory, which suggests that belief and attitude formation is a function of the causes
attributed to the message. The discounting principle of attribution theory suggests that
the believability of a one-sided message is diminished when receivers perceive
potential bias in the message and attribute the superiority claims to advertiser’s self
interests. The augmentation principle of attribution theory suggests that exposure to a
'two-sided unrefuted' message causes message recipients to credit the sponsor with
having provided accurate information that enhances believability. For each of the five
products examined in the Settle and Golden (1974) study, product superiority was
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claimed for all five attributes mentioned in the one-sided claim condition. On the
other hand, in the two-sided unrefuted condition superiority was maintained for three
attributes and was disclaimed on the other two attributes judged to be of minor
significance in forming impressions. The study supported the contention that message
sidedness will augment confidence ratings. However, the hypothesis regarding
message sidedness competence in influencing the mean expectancy values was not
confirmed. Settle and Golden's study was, however, subsequently attacked by
Bumkrant (1974) and Hansen and Scott (1976) on several conceptual and
methodological issues.
Smith and Hunt (1978) conducted an experiment to overcome some of the
problems within Settle and Golden study. They argue that attribution processes are
likely to mediate believability and source credibility due to the infrequent occurrence
of two-sided messages. Research on memory effects suggests that perceptually salient
events are more readily remembered than non-salient events (Taylor and Fiske 1978).
The atypical presentation of two-sided messages may make them more salient and thus
more memorable. It is important to note that believability is not a sufficient condition
to achieve persuasion. A two-sided message can be considered superior if individuals
overlook its negative information during evaluation. Derben, Hastie and Fiske (1979)
observed that the value/weight assigned to an attribute varied with the presentation
order of information. They also found that the recall of information presented in the
message varied with the presentation order. Most advertising that utilizes a two-sided
message strategy presents favorable information before mildly negative information.
In reporting the existence of ’order effects,' Derben, Hastie and Fiske (1979) observed
that information presented first was more heavily weighted and used in evaluations
than information presented later. On the other hand, recall was greatest for
information presented last. This finding is consistent with the fundamental premise of
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'primacy-recency' literature that when two sides of an issue are presented, the
persuasive effect of the side presented first is usually greater. Thus, using the
primacy-recency argument, it may be concluded that while primacy is important for
persuasion, recency is instrumental in predicting recall. If these findings can be
generalized to advertising situations, a strong case can be made for the superiority of
two-sided messages. Researchers have not yet examined the value/weight assigned to
attributes claimed in the message during evaluation processes. From a marketer's
point of view, a two-sided message strategy may be desirable if they appear more
credible without the threat of negative attribute information in the message affecting
product choice.

Two-sided Refuted Claims. The superiority of two-sided messages in
enhancing believability and claim acceptance makes them extremely appealing to
advertisers. However, advertisers would be less inclined to use the two-sided message
strategy if they felt it offered limited or no superiority over one-sided messages in
inducing attitude and behavior change. Two-sided message claims are ineffectual if
the mildly negative or unfavorable information on relatively unimportant attributes is
valued/weighted heavily in forming evaluations by the receivers of the message. In
such situations the promoted brand may receive moderate or even unfavorable
evaluations. Refutation may be a possible tactic to combat and overcome the
undesirable consequences of a two-sided claim while still benefiting from its use.
Advertisers may find the refutation strategy vital in weakening opposing
counterarguments that result from exposure to a competitor's message or a two-sided
message in the ever growing competitive environment. Szybillo and Heslin (1973)
note the surprising lack of inquiry on the impact of refutation on generating favorable
product evaluations. Unlike traditional refutation claims, a two-sided refutation
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strategy presents the counterargument generating claims in the same message and then
attempts to weaken them through refutation.
Research on refutation derives theoretical support from inoculation theory and
correspondence theory (Kamins and Assael 1987; Sawyer 1973; Szybillo and Heslin
1973). Kamins and Assael (1987) and Sawyer (1973) are the only reported research
on refutation in a comparative advertising context. In a laboratory experiment that
examined the relative effects of refutation and support appeals, Sawyer (1973)
postulated that refutation appeals would provoke resistance to a competitor's
counterclaims. Repeated exposures to a refutational claim was posited to increase
purchase intentions more than exposure to a supportive only appeal. These results
were anticipated because of induced inoculation, less perceived bias, reduced
credibility of the competitor, and/or less psychological reactance to refutations.
Instead of receiving universal support, the hypothesis was upheld for only certain
segments varying in brand usage.
Kamins and Assael (1987) tested hypotheses that employed inoculation and
correspondence theories. Using a cognitive response approach to information
processing, they found no difference in the number of thoughts generated. However,
two-sided appeals significantly reduced counterarguing and refutation inoculated
message recipients even in the presence of disconfirming product trial experience.
Summary. The above review leads to the conclusion that the effects of
message sidedness depend on other message characteristics, individual characteristics,
and decision environment factors. A complete understanding of message sidedness
and refutation requires an understanding of the interaction effects of message
sidedness with these other variables. There is some evidence in prior research that
employment of a two-sided message strategy can enhance the effectiveness of
comparative messages. Since previous research on the effects of one-sided versus
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two-sided messages is limited and equivocal, the type of advertising copies examined
here are one-sided, two-sided unrefuted and two-sided refuted claims.

Moderating Personal Factors

Receiver characteristics and decision environment factors may moderate the
effects of an advertisement. This section presents a discussion of those individual
difference factors that influence the cognitive processes underlying responses to an
advertisement.

Need for Cognition

Individual differences pervade information processing. The persuasive effects
of a message are influenced not only by message characteristics but also by individual
characteristics. Prior research has suggested interaction effects of message and
perceiver characteristics. The processing of a presented stimulus varies considerably
from individual to individual. Thus, one cannot expect analogous reactions from
different individuals to an advertising message. Although individual differences in
information processing are beyond the advertiser's control, it is extremely important to
consider their influence on the processing of advertising messages. For such an
examination helps determine the net effects due to manipulated advertising variables
of interest. An important factor termed 'need for cognition' that may influence
persuasiveness is individual differences among people in their desire and intrinsic
motivation to engage in effortful thinking (Cacioppo and Petty 1982, 1984).
Individuals vary in their cognitive styles, competence and self-efficacy and
these factors cause individuals to process information differentially . Typically in
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information processing studies dealing with differences in cognition individuals are
classified into distinct groups based on their cognition level. However, Hammond,
McClelland and Mumpower (1980) suggest that classification of individuals into
distinct groups based on cognition level is inappropriate since individuals vary in their
level of cognition on a continuum that ranges from rational/analytic to
intuitive/emotional. It appears that a continuous scale would more fully capture
differences in cognition level.
In early work in the area, Cohen, Stotland and Wolfe (1955) conceptualized
individual's need for cognition as "a need to structure relevant situations in
meaningful, integrated ways. It is a need to understand and make reasonable the
experiential world" (p. 291). Extending the work of Cohen et al. (1957), Cacioppo and
Petty (1982) concentrated their efforts on the measurement aspects of the concept.
Petty and Cacioppo (1982) and Cacioppo, Petty and Morris (1983) while
examining differences in intrinsic motivation of individuals to engage in cognitive
processing concluded that individual difference factors such as cognitive style and
competence are dimensions of the construct of "need for cognition" (alternatively
termed "integrative complexity") and by themselves do not explain all the variance due
to individual differences. Petty and Cacioppo (1984) showed that individuals with
high cognition needs pay greater attention to advertisement stimuli and engage in more
thoughtful processing than individuals with low cognition needs. Mackenzie (1987)
showed that the need for cognition influenced the amount of attention given to a
message and thereby indirectly influenced attribute importance and overall evaluation.
It may be useful to control for the individual need for cognition so that advertising
effects may be measured without contamination. In fact, consideration of these
individual differences may help researchers understand the differential and less
understood effects of advertising. Examination and analysis of information processing
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and integration processes for consumers with these varying styles of thinking and
processing may prove to be extremely informative.
The proposed research will examine responses to both comparative and
noncomparative advertising by consumers with varying levels of need for cognition.
Cacioppo and Petty (1982) have developed a scale measuring the 'need for cognition'
construct. Subjects were asked to respond to several questions to get reactions and
estimates of individual's reactions to demands for cognitive thinking in various
situations. Using information from earlier studies, the need for cognition scale (NCS)
was developed by Cacioppo and Petty (1982) to distinguish and discriminate between
individuals who are intrinsically motivated to engage in and enjoy effortful analytic
activities versus those who dislike such activities. The scale has been tested for
convergent and discriminant validity (Cacioppo and Petty 1982). In a study of 1984
presidential candidates, Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez (1986) found that high
need for cognition subjects reported thinking and knowing more about presidential
candidates than subjects with a low need for cognition. In this study, consideration of
the individual's need for cognition would control for individual differences in
elaboration likelihood not due to message factors that are crucial in testing for the
relative effectiveness of copy types. Such a consideration will also help determine if
'need for cognition' effects on overall evaluations are due to the differences in
perceived attribute importance or due to the subjective scale values or both. Thus,
individual difference effects on evaluation processes are discovered.

General Attitude Towards Advertising

The increase in the frequency of advertising has also influenced attitudes about
advertising in general. Muehling (1987) argues that it is important to consider
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antecedent factors influencing the formation of attitudes toward specific ads when
examining ad effectivenss.. Lutz (1985) also advocates similar position. Lutz found
that general attitude towards advertising affects advertisement responses. Mizerski,
Hunt and Patti (1978) have shown that "pre-exposure perceptions of advertising's
truthfulness and accuracy can have significant effects upon consumer reactions to
specific advertisemnets" (p. 168). Therefore, general attitude towards advertising is
incorporated as a factor of interest in this study.

Covariate Measures

The processing of comparative advertisements can be signifcantly influenced
by brand patronage. Research by Byer and Cooke (1985) found that subjects for
whom the 'compared to brand' was the preferred brand dispproved of the comparative
ad. Byer and Cooke 91985) explained that these subjects may have viewed the
comparative ad as attacking their preferred brand and a threat to self image. Similar
results have also been reported by Murphy and Amundsen 91981) and mcDougall
(1978). Committment theory also suggests that individuals patronizing a certain brand
are likely to hold relatively strong preferences and thus will rejetcs comparative
advertisements. Brand patronage will, thus, be incorportated as a covariate in this
study.
Research studies have shown that product familiarity affects information
processing (e.g., Alba 1983; Beattie 1983; Srull 1983). The level of knowledge or
familiarity with the product class influences ability to evaluate intensity of information
search (Claxton, Fry, and Portis 1974) and decition making strategy (Bettman and Park
1980). Edell and Mitchell (1978) showed that highly knowledgeable individuals are
more likely to attend to and interpret attribute based information in an
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advertisement. This is because familiarity with the product class enhances overall
interest/curiosity about the adveretisement and the information contained in it. This
would imply that familiar individuals will process the ad more extensively and assess
the desirability of the information in the ad than unfamiliar or less familiar individuals.
In another study, Marks and Olson (1981) found that highly knowledgeable
individuals generated less counterarguments as a result of message exposure,
developed more favorable attitudes toward the advertised brand, and were more likely
to engage in positive word of mouth. Product class familiarity exhibits even stronger
influences when individuals are processing advertisements with complex message
content (Anderson and Jolson 1980). These studies suggest that product familiarity
must be included as a covariates in this research to better delineate the effects of
factors of interest.
Similarly previous research has shown that product involvement can influence
message receipient's ability and desire to process information. Many researchers have
suggested that individuals high in involvement process presented information actively
than individuals low in involvement (Palda 1975; Rothschild and Ray 1974; Park and
Young 1983, 1986; Sawyer 1971). Involvement has been incorporated as a central
variable in the elaboration likelihood model developed by Petty , Cacioppo and
Schumann (19830. According to the ELM, central processing of a message occurs
during high involvement whereas peripheral processing is likley during low
involvement. Involvement is thus incorporated as a covariate in this study.

Measurement of Copy Effects

The proposed study involves the examination of comparative and
noncomparative copy effects. Copy testing is an extremely important step in
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formulating advertising strategy. Two issues that need careful consideration while
examining copy effects are (a) theoretical paradigm adopted and (b) validity of the
copy testing procedure. Both of these can have an important influence on observed
copy effects. Each of these issues is discussed below:

Theoretical Paradigms for Copy Testing

Advertising copy testing procedures have generally utilized three theoretical
paradigms. The hierarchy of effects conceptualization proposed by Lavidge and
Steiner (1961) has been widely used in advertising to measure copy effects. The major
drawback of hierarchy of effects based research is its emphasis on overt responses to
message and almost no consideration to processes that may mediate the response.
The cognitive response model, a second approach, suggested by Greenwald
(1968) has seen many applications in advertising research. The model postulates that
when exposed to a persuasive message, individuals process and attempt to relate the
information from the message to their existing knowledge set in memory. The
cognitive activity generated in this process mediates the persuasive impact of a
message. Greenwald points that the cognitions generated as a result of exposure to a
message are not necessarily present in the message. Further, these cognitions may be
supportive, opposing or irrelevant to the position advocated in the message itself. The
extent to which these cognitions are supportive of the position advocated in the
message, rather than the message itself, determines the persuasiveness of a message.
Cognitive response techniques put heavy emphasis on thought listing and
verbal protocols. These responses are analyzed to make inferences about the
psychological processes leading to overt response to advertising.
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More recently the information integration theory due to Anderson (1971) has
been used in advertising research (cf. Gatignon 1984). In this research information
integration theory, which is a decompositional approach to examining judgment and
evaluation processes, is adopted. A general discussion of the theory and reasons for its
adoption are discussed in a later section.

Validity of Copy Testing Procedures

The traditional copy testing procedures involve exposing subjects to
advertisement(s) and eliciting their responses to beliefs and purchase intentions
measures. These procedures lack in their ability to capture completely the true effects
of an advertisement. While evaluating traditional copy testing procedures, Sawyer
(1973) states that:

"Conventional tests of advertising effectiveness may be biased against refutational ad
appeals. Copy tests which involve some measure of recall or preference for presented
alternatives generally favor ads with relatively simple, straightforward product benefit
appeals. The relatively uncomplicated supportive appeal may have an unfair
advantage with the simple recall or recognition measures" (p. 23)
Similarly, while summarizing prior research, Deighton (1984) concludes that
behavioral effects of advertising may precede or even occur without verbal or
attitudinal acceptance (Krugman 1965; Ray and Sawyer 1971; Sawyer 1971; Silk and
Vavra 1974). Therefore the traditional measures of copy effectiveness may not be
entirely valid.
The underlying assumption of these procedures is a source of an even more
serious drawback. These procedures implicitly postulate that subjects' responses on
measures such as beliefs and purchase intentions are a direct consequence of exposure
to advertising. In most situations consumers gain both objective and subjective
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information about product/service offerings from several sources such as advertising,
point of purchase material, word of mouth, experience through usage etc. Judgments
of product/service offerings are seldom based on information from a single source
such as advertising. However, much of the prior research measuring copy effects
views attitudes and judgment formation primarily a result of exposure to an
advertisement. Knowledge of objective product features may have a more profound
impact on product evaluations. In drawing upon the distinction between advertising
and evidence such as knowledge of objective product feature information, Deighton
(1984) asserts that advertising is perceived as promoting self interest, while evidence
is understood to be a dispassionate sampling from the domain of reality. He states that
"the effect of advertising is revealed more clearly in the subsequent interpretation of
evidence than in attitude change at the time of exposure to advertising." While
examining the interactive effects of advertising and evidence, the inferential value of
the evidence was found to depend upon whether or not the subject had been induced
by advertising to hold the expectation (Deighton 1984). Evaluation processes
encompass two distinct stages: content perception (perceived importance of relevant
attributes of a decision situation) and content integration. The concern with traditional
measures of advertising is also echoed by Cobb and Hoyer (1985). They suggest that
the link between advertising exposure and behavior can be better understood by
considering the actual purchase occasion. In prior research interactive effects of
advertising with knowledge of objective product feature information have not been
considered with the exception of Deighton (1984). Thus, advertising processes have
only partially been studied.
This study tests for the persuasive effects of a message in a more realistic
manner. In this study objective product feature information is explicitly considered as
a factor that interacts with advertising. With both message and objective product
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feature information postulated to impact product/brand evaluations, questions
concerning how information in a message operates in conjunction with product feature
knowledge to subsequently influence product/brand evaluations are addressed. The
proposed procedure will also capture the true effects of message exposure on brand
evaluations.

Information Integration Theory

Anderson and his associates have developed a theory of information
integration based on functional measurements primarily to study social judgments and
impression formation (Anderson 1971; Kaplan 1974). Anderson (1974, 1981) and
Lynch (1985) provide a good overview of the theory. In advertising research, the
information integration paradigm enables one to determine the different pieces of
information extracted from the message(s) presented to individuals and the weights
assigned to each of those pieces. Information integration theory is a powerful
theoretical and methodological paradigm for investigation evaluation processes. IIT
allows for the derivation of (a) subjective valuation of informational stimuli and (b)
the composition rules used to process the information. Information integration theory
comprises of an interlocking of three major concepts: stimulus valuation, stimulus
integration, and functional measurement. Graphically, the three stage process of the
integration theory is as shown in Figure 2.1. Formally, the three stage integration
process can be described as:

Sj = V(Aj)

(Valuation function)

rj = I(S|,.,Sj)

(Integration function)

Rj = j(rj)

(Response function)

where Sj is the perceived marginal utility value of attribute i as a result of encoding
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information cue i,
Aj is the actual or observed value of information cue i,
rj is the private overall evaluation, and

Rj is the numerical scale response of the private evaluation.
The above diagram depicts the judgment/evaluation process. In a decision
situation, a consumer encounters and has available a large number of information cues
on product attributes (Aj, A2,.,Aj). All or some of these cues are attended to and
encoded by the consumer to yield their internal representations. From the internal
representations of the cues, the implications of each of the cues (Sj) is abstracted for
making evaluations. The scale values of the encoded cues is integrated to yield a
private overall evaluation (rj) of the object under consideration. The overt numerical
response (Rj) is a result of translating the private overall evaluation. It has been shown
that the overt numerical response is related to the private overall evaluation by a
monotonic judgment function J. The monotonic relationship of the overt numerical
response to the private integrated impression provides a strong basis to examine
evaluation processes using information integration theory.
The integration theory has been applied to such diverse areas as consumer
preferences and behavior (Troutman and Shanteau 1976), analysis of dating
preferences among college students (Shanteau and Nagey 1974) and choices in risky
decision making (Shanteau 1974). Thus Anderson's information integration theory
considers an individual's attitude towards an object or a situation as primarily a
function of information on various attribute dimensions. The information on various
dimensions can be expressed in subjective metrics, or psychological values, of the
response and of the stimuli. Functional measurements enable one to obtain these
subjective metrics in a simple way (Anderson 1974).
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Figure 2.1
Information Integration Paradigm

Source: Lynch, John G. (1985) "Uniqueness Issues in the Decompositional
Modeling of Multiattribute Overall Evaluations: An Information
Integration Perspective," Journal of Marketing Research,
Vol. 22, pp. 1-19.
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To produce an overall response, most judgments and evaluations require some
sort of integration of related and unrelated, positive and negative, pieces or dimensions
of information. Any decision situation requires individuals to identify or establish a
set of feasible alternatives bound by various constraints such as consumption needs
and demographic factors. The individual evaluates these feasible alternatives on the
basis of information available about various attributes and their relevance to the
decision situation. Thus the individual chooses the alternative receiving the highest
evaluation or utility.
The information integration theory is considered superior on many accounts. It
has evolved through the simultaneous development of a psychological theory of
measurement (functional measurement) and the substantive theory of information
processing. Previous research indicates validity problems with methods that require
individuals to characterize their mental processes (McGuire 1976; Nisbett and Wilson
1977). The functional measurement approach does not require individuals to verbalize
their mental processes but uses indirect methods to infer those mental processes and
integration strategies in evaluation situations. Additionally, unlike other attitude based
preference models, predictions derived through the use of the integration paradigm
effectively predict actual choice behavior (i.e., Bj = h(Rj). Moreover, the parameters
of these models logically relate to the evaluator’s characteristics and to situational
manipulations (Lynch 1985).

Chapter Summary

The literature review chapter discussed several diverse areas. First a discussion
of comparative advertising and the major studies underatken was presented. This was
followed by a literature review from social psychology and marketing on message
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content, message sidedness and refutation. Two variables that directly influence
advertisement processing and effectiveness are Need for Cognition and General
Attitude Towards Advertising. These variables were discussed and rationale provided
for including them in the study. The next section discussed various paradigms used in
testing copy effectiveness and the issues involved in copy effectiveness measurements.
The next chapter includes a brief discussion of each of the variables to be used and the
hypotheses to be tested.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The preceding chapter provided a detailed review of message and personal
factors of interest in this study. Major theoretical paradigms on which prior research is
based were also discussed. In this section, hypotheses dealing with each of the
independent variables of interest are presented along with the theoretical support for
expecting such effects. The proposed advertisement effects are based on prior
research and represent an attempt to integrate several unrelated streams of advertising
research and copy testing methodology.
It is hypothesized that the relative impact of comparative and noncomparative
advertising on evaluation processes is mediated by message content, message
sidedness, need for cognition, and general attitude towards advertising. Consequently
examining the influence of these variables on message type effects is viewed as a key
to understanding comparative advertising effects. The study specifically addresses the
internal processing mechanisms that consumers use to formulate attribute importance,
overall judgments and the confidence associated with those judgments while
processing advertisements.
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Message Type

Several studies in prior research have found comparative messages to have a
differential effect than non comparative advertisements. Some of these studies suggest
comparative messages to be superior in their persuasive effects, others report findings
contrary to that. Still others have reported no differential effects. Since comparative
messages differ from noncomparative messages in the nature and type of information
conveyed, it is suggested that they should have differential effects on brand/product
evaluations. The following hypotheses are advanced:

H|: Message type impacts information processing and product/brand
evaluation. The effects of comparative advertising are different
than those of noncomparative advertising.
Hja: Comparative messages are more effective than noncomparative
messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations, associated
consumer confidence/certainty, perceived attribute importance
of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message and behavioral
intentions.
H^: Exposure to comparative messages causes individuals to expend
greater comprehension effort, focus of attention, and elaboration
than noncomparative messages.

Message Content

Several independent conceptual paradigms support the contention that factual
content has a differential persuasive influence than evaluative content of a message. It
is argued that factual content characteristics such as concreteness, tangibility and
objectivity account for its more attention drawing capability. The amount of attention
and thought directly influences perceived importance of attributes mentioned in a
message. This reasoning suggests that attribute information presented in a factual
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format will attract more attention and receive disproportionate weighing in the
formation of evaluations. Also from credibility research it can be argued that factual
content will serve to enhance the perceived credibility of a message presented
especially in a comparative format. The perceived credibility of a comparative
message with an evaluative content may be diminished more and thus have less impact
on product evaluations. If information in a factual message is evaluated more
positively (negatively), then the subsequent product/brand evaluations will be even
more positive (negative) than in case of a evaluative message. The following
hypotheses for message content are advanced:
H2: The content of a message has a direct impact on the processing of
comparative and noncomparative advertisements.
H2a: Factual message content is more effective than evaluative message
content in terms of its impact on brand evaluations, associated
consumer confidence/certainty in the evaluation, perceived
attribute importance of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message,
and behavioral intentions.
H25: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
factual message content leads to less counterarguments than
evaluative message content.
H2c: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
factual message content should lead to more support arguments
than evaluative message content.
H.2d: In terms of the influence of message content on the effects of

message type (comparative versus noncomparative), it is suggested
that message content effects are more pronounced in a comparative
than in a noncomparative format.

Message Sidedness

In the previous chapter, several theoretical explanations regarding the
mechanism of message sidedness and refutation effects were considered. Consumers
view the desire to sell as a primary motive to advertise products. The perceived
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subjectivity of claims, enhanced by a perceptions of advertisers interests, is liable for
consumers skepticism of the claims made in an advertisement. Doubts regarding the
soundness and credibility of advertisement claims may cause people to ignore or form
negative perceptions of the advertised product. Advertisements using one-sided
message strategy are, thus, expected to have minimal persuasive effects.
Disclaiming superiority on certain attributes can potentially decrease or
disconfirm bias expectancy of consumers regarding an advertisement. A two-sided
message is less likely to be only attributed to advertisers intent to sell. Instead the
advertiser may be perceived as more objective and as an information provider, thereby,
enhancing the credibility of the message. Information in a two-sided message format
is more likely to be used in forming brand evaluations than in a one-sided format. The
research on primacy-recency effects also suggests that the mildly negative information
that appears later in the message is less likely to influence evaluations. Thus, a twoside message strategy enhances the perceived validity and credibility of a message
without the negative information having an effect on evaluations.
The use of refutation has been shown to be useful technique in some social
psychology studies to minimize counterargumentation resulting from negative
information in a two-sided message. However, its desirability in an advertising
situation is doubtful. The literature on information overload suggests that the
persuasive impact of a message is diminishes with increasing message complexity.
Two-sided refutation entail extensive processing of a complex message. In an
advertising situation individuals are likely to ignore two-sided refuted messages that
requiring extensive cognitive effort. The above reasoning suggests that message
sidedness and refutation have an inverted u-type of impact on advertisement
effectiveness. The hypotheses regarding such effects can be formally stated as
follows:
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H3: Message sidedness has a direct impact on the processing of
comparative and noncomparative advertisements.
H3a: Two-sided unrefuted messages are more effective than one-sided
messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations, associated
consumer confidence/certainty, perceived attribute importance
of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message and behavioral
intentions.
H3^: Two-sided unrefuted messages are more effective than two-sided
refuted messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations,
associated consumer confidence/certainty, perceived attribute
importance of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message and
behavioral intentions.
H3c: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
it is suggested that two-sided unrefuted messages produce less
counterargumentation than one-sided messages. The number of
counterarguments resulting from exposure to two-side unrefuted
message are the same as those resulting from two-sided refuted
message.
113^:

In terms of the influence of message sidedness on the effects of
message type (comparative versus noncomparative), it is suggested
that the effects of message sidedness are more pronounced in a
comparative than in a noncomparative format.
Need for Cognition

The work of Cohen, Stotland and Wolfe (1955), Cohen (1957), and Cacioppo
and Petty (1982) suggests that attention and thought devoted to a message depends on
an individual's need to understand and structure relevant information and situations.
Individuals high in need for cognition will be more attentive and thoughtful of a
message than individuals low in need for cognition. Therefore, an advertisement that
elicits predominantly positive (favorable) reactions will have a positive effect on brand
evaluations for individuals high in need for cognition than for individuals low in need
for cognition. Similarly, an advertisement that elicits predominantly negative
(unfavorable) thoughts will have more negative effect on brand evaluations for
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individuals high in need for cognition than for individuals low in need for cognition.
The hypothesis regarding individual differences in information processing and general
attitude towards advertising can be stated as follows:

H4: Need for Cognition has a direct effect on the persuasive
impact of comparative and noncomparative messages.
Specifically, higher the need for cognition, the greater the
persuasive impact of a message.

General Attitude Towards Advertising

The hypothesis for general attitude towards advertising can be stated as:

H5: General Attitude Towards Advertising has a direct effect on the
persuasive impact of comparative and noncomparative messages.
Specifically, more favorable the general attitude towards
advertising, greater the persuasive impact of a message.
These hypotheses are summarized in a conceptual framework in Figure 3.1.
Message factors, personal factors and decision environment factors influence the
processing staragey employed by individuals. The type of processing startegy
determines the nature of cognitive ans emotional responses generated through message
exposure which in turn determines the effects on evaluation processes. The next
chapter will present the research methodology employed in this study.
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Schematic of Hypothesized Effects
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The primary purpose of this study is to examine the impact of message type
(comparative versus noncomparative) on evaluation processes. The advertisements to
be used in the study also allow for the assessment of message content and message
sidedness effects. This chapter discusses the research design, operationalization of
variables, sample selection, implementation and other methodological considerations.

Experimental Design

The study is based on a 2x2x3 full factorial between subjects design. Figure
4.1 depicts the experimental design for the proposed research. The independent
variables are message type, message content and message sidedness. The message
type factor has two levels: noncomparative and comparative. Message content is also
manipulated at two levels: factual and evaluative. Message sidedness is manipulated
at three levels: one-sided, two-sided unrefuted, two-sided refuted. The experimental
manipulations of the three factors lead to 12 experimental conditions. The scripts of
the advertisements used in the study corresponding to the 12 experimental conditions
are shown in Appendix A.
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MESSAGE CONTENT
MESSAGE TYPE

MESSAGE SIDEDNESS
Factual

One-sided

Comparative

Two-sided Unrefuted

Two-sided Refuted

One-sided

Non-comparative

Two-sided Unrefuted

Two-sided Refuted

Figure 4.1
Experimental Design
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Evaluative

Several additional factors were also considered. These non-manipulated
factors were involvement with checking accounts, satisfaction with current checking
accounts, familiarity with checking accounts, brand patronage, need for cognition and
general attitude towards advertising. These factors were considered to impact
processing of information presented in a message, thereby influencing the persuasive
effects of a message.
In addition to the main design of the study, a within subject subdesign called
'vignette design' was used to assess copy effects. The vignette design makes it
possible to examine the effects of advertisement exposure on the processing of
subsequent objective product feature information (e.g. information contained in a
brochure describing the product/service) and derive attribute importance values. The
vignette design and its corresponding results are discussed in Appendix C.

Subjects

The sampling frame for the study consisted of a listing of professional and
classified employees at a major northeastern university. A convenience sample of
employees from the sampling frame was used for the study. The total sample planned
was approximately 420 subjects (approx. 30-35 per cell) which is sufficiently large to
attain high internal validity in hypothesis testing and also meets the assumptions of
multivariate normality (Tabachnick and Fidell 1983). The major rationale for using
the university employees was that they are quite representative of the area population.
The use of "real" consumers also enhances the external validity of the findings. The
use of university employees was motivated by the fact that they constitute a more
efficient sample for data collection compared to a random selection of subjects from
the area population.
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To recruit subjects for the study, a letter was mailed out to each individual in
the sampling frame requesting voluntary participation in the research project. The
letter sought to explain to the potential subjects that the study was being conducted as
part of an academic research project. The letter further explained that the research
sought to examine how consumers use information about products to make
product/brand evaluations. The letter also mentioned that participation in the study
entitled them to register for a raffle that awarded several prizes. The mail request was
followed up by a telephone call four days later. The potential subjects were asked to
choose from any of the six experimental sessions conducted daily for a two week
period. The large number of experimental sessions minimized inconvenience to study
participants and also increased the prospect of participation in the research.

Stimulus Materials

The advertising stimuli used in this study consisted of print advertisements
promoting checking account offerings of a bank opening branches in the near future.
Bank checking accounts constitute a product category quite familiar and frequently
utilized by people. A fictitious bank name was used so that measures of copy effects
are not influenced by prior beliefs and attitudes about the bank. Twelve different
advertisements corresponding to the twelve experimental conditions were developed
(see Appendix A). Each experimental advertisement consisted of a picture, a headline
and a body of text. The picture and headline were kept constant in all the
advertisements. The text of the advertisements was varied based on the experimental
conditions. The twelve experimental conditions were made as comparable to each
other as possible to minimize the effects of extraneous advertising factors not of
interest in this study. All experimental advertisements were professional quality black
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and white ads. The advertisements were printed on a glossy paper to make them
appear real. A major consideration in the development of stimulus materials
concerned the selection of checking account attributes that would be used in the
message. The attribute selection was based on a prior pilot study on bank checking
account evaluations. Interest rate and availability of automatic teller machines (ATM)
were the two attributes manipulated in all the advertisements. In the two-sided
message conditions, mildly negative information was presented for the availability of
ATM factor.

Pretests

Two pretests were conducted before any experimental data was collected. The
first pretest was intended to reveal any problems with the experimental stimuli.
Specifically, the objective in the first pretest was to explore whether the treatments
were perceived as intended. A convenience sample of ten subjects was asked to
evaluate the ads. Open-ended questions were asked to solicit opinions and feelings
about the ads. The first pre-test also sought to examine comprehension and
believability of the experimental ads. The second pretest using fifteen subjects
primarily sought to explore any potential problems with the measuring instrument.
Slight modifications in the questionnaire were made based on the information from the
pre-tests.

Implementation of Study

The experimental procedure followed in this research is outlined in Figure 4.1.
The questionnaire to obtain responses on the dependent measures appears in
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CURRENT BRAND PATRONAGE AND SATISFACTION
MEASURES
MEASURES OF PRODUCT FAMILIARITY
INVOLVEMENT WITH PRODUCT CLASS

* * * Exposure to Advertisement * * *

COGNITIVE RESPONSE MEASURES
* Thought listing
* Thought rating
DIRECT MEASURES OF COPY EFFECTS
* Attribute importance ratings
* Overall impression of bank's checking account offerings
* Overall impression of the bank
* Attribute beliefs
* Intention measures
NEED FOR COGNITION SCALE
* * * Exposure to Advertisement Again * * *
VIGNETTE PROFILE RATING TASK (30 vignettes per subject)
* Overall attractiveness/evaluation of each profile
* Confidence in evaluation of each profile
GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS ADVERTISING

ADVERTISEMENT RECALL MEASURE
DEMOGRAPHICS
MANIPULATION CHECKS
* * * Debrief * * *
(by mail)

Figure 4.2
Experimental Procedure Outline
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Appendix B. The data was collected in small groups (at most 6 per group) and
subjects were allowed to work at their own pace to minimize demand effects. Details
of the experimental procedure for the research are discussed next.
Prior to arrival at the experimental session, subjects were randomly assigned to
one of the twelve treatment conditions. Each subject was exposed to a print
advertisement corresponding to the assigned treatment condition.
Each experimental session began with a brief introduction to the research
project. Subjects were informed that the purpose of the study was to investigate
consumer evaluation of products as well as advertisements. The instructions
appearing at the beginning of the questionnaire were read out loud to the subjects.
Before exposure to the advertisement, subjects were asked to provide responses to
questions dealing with current bank patronage, satisfaction with current checking
accounts, product knowledge and involvement with checking accounts. Subjects were
then told that they will be given print advertisements and that they should think about
the claims being made in the ads. This was intended to induce active processing of
information contained in the advertisements. Forced processing was not considered
problematic in this research since the objective of the research was not to examine
selective perception under different advertisement formats.
After reading the next set of instructions, subjects were told to turn to the next
page which presented the advertisement corresponding to the assigned treatment. At
the end of the allocated time period, subjects were asked to turn to the next page of the
questionnaire. Subjects immediately begin answering the questions. They were
specifically instructed not to refer back to the advertisements.
The first section of the questionnaire sought cognitive responses immediately
after exposure to the message. Subjects were given two minutes to list their cognitive
responses (thoughts). Next the subjects were asked to code their cognitive responses.
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Subjects were also asked to indicate, for each of the thoughts, whether the listed
thought was a positive, negative or neutral reaction. Subjects also indicated whether
the thoughts related to the advertisement, product, or something else. Subjects were
specifically instructed not to change any other cognitive responses while rating them.
After the categorization of cognitive responses, responses regarding the
effectiveness of the advertisement were sought using the traditional measures of copy
testing. Questions dealing with direct measures of attribute beliefs, certainty of
attribute belief measures, impressions about the bank and its checking account
offerings, and intentions to use the checking account if available in the area were
asked. Subjects were also asked to respond to measures of ad evaluation and attitude
towards the ad. This part of data collection took no more than twelve minutes.
The second part of the questionnaire began by obtaining responses to the Need
for Cognition scale. At this point, subjects were exposed to the experimental
advertisement again. Next, responses to the vignette profiles were obtained. Thirty
computer generated vignettes for the within subject design preceded by instructions
were presented to the subjects in a booklet form. The subjects were told that the
vignettes represent descriptions of checking accounts currently under consideration by
the bank mentioned in the advertisement (i.e., citizen bank). Subjects were instructed
to provide their evaluations about the attractiveness of each of the vignette descriptions
of the checking accounts based on the information about them in the vignettes and the
advertisement. A continuous scale ranging from 0 to 100 was used to obtain
attractiveness ratings of the account. Anchor points as 0 (extremely unattractive) on
the left and 100 (extremely attractive) on the right were used to exemplify the ends of
the line scale and prevent any floor and ceiling effects. The scale was also marked off
in 10 units in between the two ends to facilitate in the evaluation process. Subjects
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were asked to draw a vertical line at a point on the continuum that best represented
their evaluation of the checking account.
Next, the subjects were asked to fill out the scale dealing with general attitude
towards advertising. Advertisement recall measures were taken next. Information on
demographic variables was also obtained. Finally, subjects were asked to fill out an
entry form for the raffle drawing, thanked for their participation in the study and
debriefed. The second section of the questionnaire took approximately fifteen
minutes.
At the end of the two week data collection period, a letter was mailed to the
experimental subjects debriefing them about the study. The debriefing letter explained
the purpose of the experiment and also listed a list of prize winners from the raffle.

Dependent Measures

Responses to several multi-item scales were obtained in this study. While
some of the scales directly measure the constructs of interest in this study, others are
intended for an extension of this research. This section presents results dealing with
the operationalization of these constructs. Table 4.1 provides a summary description
of these constructs and how they were operationalized. Table 4.2 shows descriptive
statistics for these constructs (mean, s.d., and cronbach's alpha).
The four primary dependent measures in this study are overall brand
evaluation, subject's confidence in his/her evaluation, attribute importance and
behavioral intentions. Other measures of interest are those dealing with the cognitive
activity. The five measures of cognitive activity are (1) comprehension activity, (2)
focus of attention, (3) nature of cognitive elaboration, (4) support arguments, and (5)
counter arguments. In addition, several measures will be obtained for the purpose of
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Table 4.1
Operationalization of Constructs

Construct

Items Used

Covariates
Involvement

Extremely unimportant/Extremely important.
Of no concern to me/Of great concern to me.
Uninvolving/Involving.

Satisfaction

Not at all satisfied/Completely satisfied.
Chances of banking with same bank again.

Product Familiarity

Know very little/Know a lot.

Need for Cognition
Scale

Petty and Cacioppo's (1982) Need for Cognition
(18 items) each item rated on a 9-point scale
anchored from 'very strong disagreement' to
'very strong disagreement'.

General Attitude Towards
Advertising

Seven item scale from Muehling (1987b)
bad/good
negative/positive
unfavorable/favorable
worthless/valuable
unnecessary/necessary
dishonest/honest
insincere/sincere

Brand Patronage

Whether currently have a Bay Bank checking
account.

Dependent
Overall Aad

Very Ineffective/Very Effective.

Continued, next page
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Construct

Items Used

Brand Evaluation
(1) Brand Beliefs

Belief strength * assessment of attribute importance
on each of the following attributes:
low minimum balance requirements
high interest rates
no service charges
direct payroll deposit privileges
large number of branch offices
overdraft privileges with checking accounts
Automatic Teller Machines widely available
open for extended hours

(2) Overall Brand Evaluation

Poor/Excellent.
Inferior/Superior.
Unfavorable/Favorable.
Unsatisfactory /Satisfactory.
Worthless^/ aluable.

(3) Evaluation Relative to Bay Bank
(a) Relative Overall Evaluation

Worse than Bay Bank/Better than Bay Bank.

(b) Interest Rate Relative
to Bay Bank

Extremely unlikely/Extremely likely.

(c) ATMs Relative to Bay Bank

Extremely unlikely/Extremely likely.

Confidence in Overall Brand
Evaluations

How confident are you of your evaluation of Citizen's
checking account evaluation above? Scale
anchored from 'extremely uncertain' to
'extremely certain'.

Attribute Importance
(1) High Interest Rates

Extremely unimportant/Extremely Important.

(2) Wide Availability of ATMs

Extremely unimportant/Extremely Important.

Continued, next page
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Construct

Items Used

Behavioral Intention

Likely to open checking Account with Citizen.
Likely to inquire further about Citizen's checking
account offerings.
Likely to consider Citizen's checking account
'extremely if changing banks in the next
three months.

Impression of the Advertiser

Bad/Good.
Unpleasant/Pleasant.
Negative/Positive.

Cognitive Activity
(1) Comprehension Effort

Number of thoughts listed

(2) Focus of Attention

Proportion of product related
thoughts relative to total thoughts.

(3) Nature of Elaboration

Proportion of product related inferences
to total thoughts

(4) Support Arguments

Number of positive thoughts listed.

(5) Counter Arguments

Number of negative thoughts listed.
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Table 4.2
Descriptive Statistics for Constructs

Construct

Number of Items

Mean

S.D.

Alpha

Covariates
3
2
1
4
18

5.18
80.52
5.29
4.78
1.22

1.31
19.75
1.52
1.38
1.24

0.87
0.80
n.a.
0.83
0.87

Overall Aad

1

3.65

1.73

n.a.

Brand Evaluation
(1) Brand Beliefs
(2) Overall Brand Evaluation

8
5

23.39
4.14

7.75
1.27

n.a.
0.95

1
1

4.28
4.87

1.32
1.73

n.a.
n.a.

1

2.34

1.60

n.a.

Confidence in Brand Evaluations

1

4.23

1.71

n.a.

Attribute Importance
(1) High Interest Rates
(2) Wide Availability of ATMs

1
1

5.82
5.39

1.58
2.10

n.a.
n.a.

Behavioral Intention

3

3.33

1.73

0.89

Impression of the Advertiser

5

4.20

1.21

0.92

3.58
0.65
0.34
1.98
2.41

1.99
0.30
0.11
1.02
1.35

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Involvement
Satisfaction
Product Familiarity
General Attitude Towards Advertising
Need for Cognition
Dependent

(3) Evaluation Relative to Bay bank
(a) Relative Overall Evaluation
(b) Interest Rate Relative to
Bay Bank
(c) ATMs Relative to Bay Bank

Cognitive Activity
(1) Comprehension Effort
(2) Focus of Attention
(3) Nature of Elaboration
(4) Support Arguments
(5) Counter Arguments

•

-

n.a. = Not applicable
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performing manipulation checks. This section describes both the measures of interest
as well as the measurement methods utilized in this study. A sample questionnaire
appears in Appendix B.

Global A^j

Subjects' overall summary measure of their attitude toward the ad was
measured using a Subject's overall summary measure of their attitude toward the ad
was measured using a single seven point scale anchored by 'very ineffective' to 'very
effective'.

Brand Evaluation

Several measures of brand evaluation were used in this study. Each of them is
discussed below:

(a) Brand Beliefs

This is a belief based measure of brand evaluation. Subjects were asked to
provide responses to a series of belief statements toward brand attributes. The
attributes to be rated were: "low minimum balance", "no service charge", "high interest
rates", "large number of branch office", "extended hours of opening", "direct payroll
deposit facility" and "availability of ATMs".
The eight attributes of checking accounts each were evaluated (eij) on a seven
point scale anchored by 'extremely unimportant' to 'extremely important. Later in the
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data collection process subjects also provide measures of belief strength (bij). Subjects
rated how likely they thought that the advertised checking account had these attributes
on a seven point scale anchored by 'extremely unlikely' to 'extremely likely'. Brand
belief scores were calculated for each person by weighing the belief strength score (bij)
by the subject’s assessment of its importance (ey). The mean summated attribute belief
scores across all attributes provided the brand belief score for each respondent.

(b) Overall Brand Evaluation

This was a global measure of brand evaluation reflecting favorability toward
Citizen's Checking Account. Overall brand evaluation was measured by asking the
question: What is your evaluation of Citizen's checking account offerings based upon
your reading of the advertisement?The evaluation measure consisted of five seven
point semantic differential scale items: excellent/poor, superior/inferior,
favorable/unfavorable, satisfactory/unsatisfactory, valuable/useless. The ratings on
each pair of scales were significantly correlated (the smallest r=.59, p<.001). The
attitude responses were factor analyzed to test the hypothesis that the five scale items
were indeed unidimensional. All of the five items had factor loadings of 0.67 or
higher on a single factor. Coefficient alpha supported high reliability of the scale
items (Alpha = 0.95, pc.OOl). Responses on each of the five items were summed and
averaged to form an overall score for each respondent.

(c) Evaluation Relative to the Compared to Brand

Three relative evaluation measures were taken. The first measure sought
subjects' impressions of Citizen's checking account offerings relative to the compared
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to brand (i.e. Bay Bank). A seven point scale was used anchored by 'Worse than Bay
Bank’ and 'Better than Bay Bank'. The second measure sought evaluation of Citizen's
interest rate offerings on checking account balances relative to Bay Bank. The third
measure sought evaluations of the availability of number of ATMs relative to those of
Bay Bank. Table 5.18 provides a distribution of the three relative evaluation measures
across experimental treatment conditions.

Confidence in Brand Evaluation

This was a single measure of confidence in one's own evaluation. Confidence
in evaluation was measured by asking the question: How certain are you that your
evaluation above of Citizen's checking account offerings is correct? The scale was
operationalized using a seven point scale anchored by 'extremely uncertain' to
'extremely certain'.

Attribute Importance

Two separate measures of attribute importance were used. Each of them is
discussed below:

(a) Direct Attribute Importance Rating

For this measure, respondents were asked to provide a rating of the importance
of high interest rate offerings on checking accounts and wide availability of ATM
machines on a seven point scale anchored by 'extremely unimportant' to 'extremely
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important'. This scale of attribute importance is a subjective measure of absolute
importance.

(b) Indirect Attribute Importance Rating - Vignette Analysis

To obtain this measure, subjects rated thirty profiles of checking accounts
generated using vignette methodology. Each of the checking account profiles were
described in terms of various checking account attributes. Ordinary least squares
regression was preformed at individual level to obtain raw 6 coefficients for each
attribute. The 8 coefficients served as indirect measure of attribute importance. This
approach yields objective estimates of relative importance of checking account
attributes. A complete description of the approach and the results of data analysis is
presented in Appendix C.

Behavioral Intentions

Three seven point scales were used to provide a measure of behavioral
intention. Subjects were asked: (1) How likely are you to open a checking account
with Citizen bank when it opens in the area? (2) How likely are you to inquire about
Citizen bank's checking account offerings? (3) How likely are you to consider
Citizen's checking account offerings if you were to change banks in the next three
months? Behavioral intention was operationalized as the mean response across these
three scale items. Cronbach alpha for the scale was 0.89 (pc.OOl).
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Impression of the Advertiser

The impression of the advertiser was measured using five semantic differential
scale items: bad/good, unpleasant/pleasant, negative/positive, unfavorable/favorable,
dishonest/honest. A principal components analysis of the five items yielded a single
factor with factor loadings ranging from 0.75 to 0.94. Coefficient alpha supported
high reliability of the scale items (Alpha=0.92, p<.001). Mean of the summated five
item score capitulates the measure for impression of the advertiser.

Cognitive Activity

The nature and type of cognitive activity was measured using cognitive
responses. Cognitive responses are verbal protocols that seek to provide an indication
of the cognitive activity generated as a result of exposure to a message or target
stimulus. These responses shed light on how individuals process and relate the
information from a target stimulus to their existing knowledge set in memory.
In this research, cognitive responses were be sought immediately after the
subjects have viewed the experimental advertisement using the approach suggested by
Cacioppo and Petty (1981). Subjects were asked to list what was going through their
minds as they watched the advertisement. Subjects were allowed three minutes to list
the thoughts and feelings that they had while watching the ad. After the allocated
three minute period, subjects were asked to rate each of the thoughts and/or feelings
provided earlier. For each of the thoughts and/or feelings, subjects indicated the
valence and the object of each thought. For the valence, subjects indicated whether the
thought was positive, negative or neutral. For the object of the thought, subjects
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indicated whether the thought and/or feeling was directed toward the product, towards
the advertisement or toward something else.
The subjects' listed cognitive responses and their valence were used to derive
measures of cognitive activity using the approach suggested by Celsi and Olson
(1988). Five measures of cognitive activity were used in this research: (1)
Comprehension effort, (2) Focus of attention, (3) Nature of elaboration, (4) Support
arguments, and (5) Counter arguments. The first measure taps the level of
comprehension expended while processing the ad. This measure labelled as
“Comprehension Effort” was calculated as the total number of cognitive
responses/thoughts listed by a subject. The second measure of cognitive activity taps
the focus of subject's attention and comprehension processes. This measure labelled as
“Focus of Attention” was operationalized as the proportion of thoughts that were
product related. This measure reflects the degree to which subjects' attention was
focused on the product information while processing the advertisement. The third
measure of cognitive activity sought to examine the nature of inferences generated as
a result of processing the advertisement. This measure labelled as “Nature of
Elaboration” was computed as the proportion of thoughts that were product inferences
relative to total thoughts listed by a subject. To obtain the product inferences, product
related cognitive responses provided by the subjects were coded by two judges
unaware of the experimental manipulations and hypotheses of interest. The coding
categories were inferential versus non-inferential product thoughts. In this respect the
coding scheme suggested by Celsi and Olson (1988) was utilized to determine whether
a thought was inferential or non-inferential in nature. Interjudge reliability of the
coding was also determined using Spearman-Brown correlation coefficient (Nunnually
1967). The inteijudge reliability was estimated to be 0.89 for the coding of inferential
versus non-inferential thoughts. Disagreements in the coding were resolved through
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discussions. Support argument score for each subject was computed as sum of all
favorable thoughts (i.e. those rated as positive by respondent). This provided the score
for the fourth measure of cognitive activity. The sum of all unfavorable thoughts
(those rated negative by respondents) was computed to yield the fifth measure counter argument score.

Covariates

Involvement

In this research, a general measure of involvement was taken using a series of
four seven point semantic differential scale items: extremely unimportant/extremely
important, of no concern to me/of great concern to me, uninvolving/involving,
boring/interesting. One item (boring/interesting) was eliminated as a result of item
analysis. Cronbach Alpha was 0.87 for the involvement measure which was the mean
response to the remaining three items.

Satisfaction with Current Brand

Satisfaction with current brand was measured by asking the respondents: (a)
How satisfied are you with the checking account that you mentioned above? and (b)
Thinking back.... if you had to do it all over again, what are the chances that you
would choose a checking account with same bank again? Subjects responded to both
these questions on a 100 point scale. The mean response to these two questions
represented the satisfaction score for each respondent. Cronbach Alpha was 0.80 for
the satisfaction measure.
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Product Familiarity

Subjects had no brand knowledge since the bank name used in the study is
fictitious. Product familiarity was of interest in this research. It was measured using a
seven point semantic differential scale anchored by "know very little' on one end and
"know a lot" on the other.

Need for Cognition

The eighteen item need for cognition scale developed by Cacioppo, Petty, Kao
and Rodriguez (1987) was used in this study. The need for cognition score was the
mean response to the eighteen items that were measured on a nine point scale anchored
by 'very strong disagreement' to 'very strong agreement'. Cronbach Alpha was 0.87 for
the need for cognition scale.

Brand Patronage

Brand patronage was a dichotomous variable. Brand patronage was measured
by asking the subjects to indicate the bank where they currently held checking
accounts. The responses were divided into two groups: (1) those who had checking
accounts at Bay Bank (2) those who had checking accounts at other banks. 15.2% of
all the respondents had their checking account at Bay Bank.
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General Attitude Towards Advertising

An individual's General Attitude Towards Advertising was assessed using
seven items from Muehling (1987). The seven items were . The general attitude
towards advertising score was calculated as the average response to four attitudinal
statements measuring informative and utility value of advertising in general.

Demographics

The last set of questions in the measuring instrument dealt with age, sex,
education, occupation, household income, working status and marital status of the
respondents. The demographic measures served as important descriptors of the
sample.

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the research design, discussion of the development of
experimental stimuli and the measuring instrument. A detailed account of the data
collection process was also provided. Finally, measures of interest were discussed.
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CHAPTER V

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents the results and data analysis of this study. The chapter
begins with a general discussion of sample characteristics in terms of demographics.
Next, data analyses and general discussion of scales used in the study is presented.
Results of randomization and manipulation checks are also provided. These are
followed by discussions of data analyses and hypotheses tests.

Sample Characteristics

The data was collected from 411 individuals employed at a major northeastern
university. Subjects were randomly assigned to each of the twelve experimental
conditions. An individual's willingness to participate and their employment at the
university were the only criteria used for inclusion in the study. Three respondents
were randomly dropped for purposes of equal cell sizes. Thus, the final sample
consisted of 408 respondents with 34 respondents per experimental treatment
condition. Characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 5.1. 61.8% of the
respondents were females. Age was quite uniformly distributed across all age groups
representative of the working class. Nearly 67% of the respondents had some level of
college education and a majority (91.7%) were employed full time. The annual
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household income was approximately $35„000 and the average number of wage
earners in the household was 2. 55% of the respondents were married, another 24%
were single, and the rest were either divorced, widowed or separated. Two-third of the
respondents owned their homes.
Table 5.2(a) shows current product usage for the subjects. 96.1% of all
respondents had a checking account displaying a high level of familiarity with the
checking product category being investigated in this research. 15.2% of the
respondents who had a checking account patronize Bay Bank which is the compared to
bank in this research (see Table 5.3).

Randomization Checks

Prior to data collection, several variables were identified that could possibly
have an influence on the dependent measures of interest in this research. These
variables were current usage of checking account(s), current brand patronage, sex of
the respondent, involvement with the product category, satisfaction with current
checking account, familiarity with checking accounts and need for cognition. It was
crucial to examine the distribution of these variables across the treatment groups
before proceeding with any tests of hypotheses. Variables that are not found to be
randomly distributed would have to be incorporated in further analyses.
With respect to current usage of checking accounts, Table 5.2 shows that a
majority of the respondents (96.1%) do have a checking account. A cross tabulation
of current product usage by experimental treatments (see Table 5.2(b)) shows that it is
randomly distributed across treatment groups (chi-square = 13.01, p = 0.29). With
respect to the association between current product usage and treatment groups,
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Cramer's V = 0.18 supports essentially no association. Therefore, current product
usage does not need to be incorporated in further analyses.
The next randomization check involved current brand patronage. This is a
crucial variable especially within the context of examining comparative advertising
effects. The cross tabulation in Table 5.3 shows that current brand patronage is not
randomly distributed across treatment groups (chi-square = 27.72, p = 0.003). The
Cramer's V = 0.27 also suggests some association between brand patronage and
treatment groups. To further examine if current brand patronage has an effect on the
dependent measures of interest, mean scores on overall brand evaluation and relative
brand evaluation were compared for Bay Bank checking account holders versus those
who had checking accounts at other banks (see Table 5.3 and Table 5.4). Differences
in group means suggested that brand patronage may not be randomly distributed and
should be incorporated as a covariate.
The distribution of males and females across treatment groups was also
examined to see if sex was randomly distributed across experimental treatment groups.
Table 5.5 shows that the 38.2% of the respondents were males and 61.8% of the
respondents were females. A cross tabulation of sex by experimental groups (see
Table 5.5) showed that sex was randomly distributed across treatment groups (chisquare = 17.44, p = 0.10). Cramer's V = 0.21 suggests essentially no association. The
ratio of males to females was quite similar across all treatment conditions. A
comparison of means for males and females on overall brand evaluation and relative
brand evaluation showed no significant differences in all but one category. Therefore,
it can be safely inferred that sex is randomly distributed across treatment groups and
no post exposure adjustments are needed.
Involvement with the product category was also considered a possible variable
that could affect the dependent measures. A higher level of involvement with
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checking accounts may influence how the subjects elaborate and process messages that
relate to checking accounts. To test the assumption that involvement was not
associated with treatment groups, a one-way analysis of variance was conducted using
experimental treatments as the grouping variable (12 groups) and the level of
involvement as the dependent variable. The level of involvement was not related (Fvalue = 0.77, p = 0.67) to the experimental treatment groups, thus confirming the
assumption (see Table 5.7). However, an examination of the pairwise correlations of
involvement with each of the dependent variables indicate moderate levels of
association (Table 5.4). It was therefore decided to include involvement as a
covariate.
Randomization checks for satisfaction with current checking accounts were
performed using one-way analysis of variance procedure. Level of satisfaction was
used as the dependent variable and the experimental treatments as the grouping
variable (see Table 5.8). The level of satisfaction was positively related to the
experimental groups (F-value = 5.23, p = .000). Satisfaction was thus incorporated as a
covariate in subsequent analyses.
Product category familiarity was also examined to see if it was associated with
the treatment groups. A one-way analysis of variance showed no association (see
Table 5.9) between prior product familiarity and treatment groups (F-value = 1.414, p
= .1637).

Manipulation Checks

Internal validity deals with the idea of ruling out alternative explanations of the
observed treatment effects. Manipulation checks are a major step in realizing this
since they help determine whether treatments were perceived as intended. The
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experimental factors that were manipulated in this research were message type
(comparative vs noncomparative), message content (factual vs evaluative), and
message sidedness (one-sided, two-sided unrefuted and two-sided refuted).
Manipulation checks for message type were not required since they were based on
assignment into treatment conditions. However, manipulation checks for message
content and message sidedness are essential to ensure the effectiveness of these two
manipulations.
With respect to message content, individuals assigned to the factual message
conditions should perceive the message as concrete and explicit. Individuals assigned
to the evaluative message condition should perceive the message as sketchy and vague
since the specific facts mentioned in the factual message were replaced by general
statements. Subjects were asked to indicate their evaluation of the ad on five semantic
differential scale items embedded in the advertisement evaluation question. These
items were abstract/concrete, sketchy/detailed, vague/explicit,
uninformative/informative and fictional/factual. A principal component analysis
yielded a single factor solution with loadings varying from 0.69 to 0.86 and
Cronbach's Alpha of 0.86. The mean response to these items was used to examine the
effectiveness of the message content manipulation. Table 5.10 presents the results of
these manipulation checks. All five items indicated differences in the ratings for
factual versus evaluative messages with the means in the intended direction. The
difference in the mean response to these items was statistically significant (p < .001).
Thus, overall the message content manipulation appears to have been successful.
The successful manipulation of message sidedness treatment condition hinged
on whether the Citizen checking account was evaluated as inferior on the disclaimed
attribute (i.e. wide availability of ATM's). Further, the use of refutation strategy in
conjunction with message sidedness was intended to minimize the effect of the
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disclaimer. Thus, a refuted message should be evaluated more favorably than an
unrefuted message.
The manipulation check for the message sidedness variable were done by
examining the respondent perceptions of the wide availability of ATMs with Citizen's
checking accounts. The results of these manipulation checks appear in Table 5.11.
The perceived availability of ATMs was significantly lower for two-sided unrefuted
message condition than one-sided messages as can be seen from the results in Table
5.11. This was true across all conditions of message type and message content. While
comparing two-sided unrefuted and the two-sided refuted message conditions the
results were again in the expected direction. All of the comparisons are significant.
The employment of refutation did overcome at least partly the lower evaluations
resulting from the disclaimer. The evaluations under the refutation condition are
higher than those in the unrefuted condition across all other treatment conditions.
Based on these results it is concluded that manipulation of message sidedness was
perceived as intended.

Analyses of Hypotheses

The following section contains a discussion of research findings with respect to
the proposed hypotheses. Hypotheses were tested using ANCOVA and ANOVA
procedures. Covariates that were not significant were dropped from further analyses.
Results are reported for only those covariates that significantly explained the variation
in the dependent variables. Also, it must be noted that changes in treatment effects as
well as changes in statistical significance were examined after a covariate(s) was
dropped from the analysis. Dropping a covariate(s) from further analysis uncovered
no appreciable difference in treatment effects nor changes in statistical significance in
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any situation discussed below. Assumptions of homogeneity of slopes for each
ANCOVA were evaluated and unless noted in subsequent discussion were found to
hold.

Message Type

The main hypotheses concerning the effects of message type (comparative
versus noncomparative) was:

Hj:

Message type impacts information processing and product/brand
evaluation. The effects of comparative advertising are different
than those of noncomparative advertising.

More specifically:
Hla:

Comparative messages are more effective than noncomparative
messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations, associated
consumer confidence/certainty, perceived attribute importance
of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message, and behavioral
intentions.

H15: Exposure to comparative messages leads to more cognitive
responses and more product related thoughts, due to greater
cognitive processing, than noncomparative messages.

The effects of comparative and noncomparative messages on brand beliefs,
brand evaluations, confidence in one’s own brand evaluations, and perceived attribute
importance of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message, and behavioral intentions was
assessed using a series of ANCOVA. Table 5.12 presents means across experimental
groups for brand beliefs, overall brand evaluations, confidence in brand evaluations.
Table 5.18 presents means across experimental groups for relative brand evaluation,
relative evaluation of interest rate offerings, and relative evaluation of the availability
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of ATMs. Means across treatment conditions for attribute importance (interest rate
and ATM availability) appear in Table 5.22 and for behavioral intention in Table 5.25.
None of the covariates were significant for the brand belief dependent variable.
The covariates were therefore dropped from further analysis. Table 5.13 presents
results with no covariates. The main effect for message type on brand beliefs was not
significant and none of the interactions were significant.
Table 5.15 shows the main effect of message type on overall brand evaluations.
Message type had a significant main effect (F=16.137, pc.OOO, 0)2= 0.40) with none of
the interactions significant. An examination of the means in Table 5.12 shows that the
means are in the predicted direction across all treatment conditions. Planned contrasts
using the Newman-Keuls procedure were all significant at .05 level or below (see
Table 5.16(b).
Another measure of brand evaluation required subjects to evaluate Citizens'
checking account offerings relative to Bay Banks. Three relative measures: relative
brand evaluation, evaluation of interest rate offerings, and availability of ATMs were
taken. ANOVA results for each of these dependent variables appear in Tables 5.19 to
Table 5.21. Table 5.19 shows a significant mean effect (F=41.925, p=.000, co2= 0.59)
of message type on relative brand evaluations. An examination of means and a
Newman-Keuls test of paired comparisons shows all of the means are significant at p
< .01 level. This again provides support to hypothesis Flla. A significant main effect
(F=47.48, p<.064, co2 =.064) for message type was also found for relative evaluation
of interest rates (see Table 5.20). Paired comparisons show that all of the differences
are significant in the predicted direction. A significant main effect (F=12.229, p<.021,
co2 = .032) was also found for message type for the availability of ATM factor (Table
5.21). With respect to attribute importance, analysis of variance revealed that
comparative messages did not differentially influence the attribute importance for
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either the high interest rate factor or the availability of ATM factor (see table 5.23 and
5.24).
Table 5.17 shows that familiarity with checking accounts was the only
significant covariate while examining the effects on confidence in one's own brand
evaluations. The three way interaction of message type with message content and
message sidedness was significant. An examination of the means indicates that
comparative messages generated significantly more confidence in one's own brand
evaluations than noncomparative messages under factual message condition.
However, the reverse was true under evaluative message condition. Comparative
messages were significantly less influential in enhancing confidence in one's own
attitudes than noncomparative messages. The last outcome measure considered was
behavioral intentions. As is evident from the means in Table 5.25 and the analysis of
variance results in table 5.26, comparative messages were more instrumental than
noncomparative messages in inducing the desire to consider the new checking account
in the future (F=32.904, p<.001, co2 =.044). Overall, based on the results presented
above, hypothesis H

is reasonably supported by the data.

The research was also designed to assess the effects of message type on
comprehension effort. More specifically, hypothesis HJb predicted that comparative
messages require a greater amount of comprehension effort in terms of number of
cognitive responses generated. The number of cognitive responses generated under
the comparative message condition was predicted to be significantly greater than in the
noncomparative message condition. ANCOVA was used to test for significant main
effect. Inspection of Table 5.28 shows that message type had a significant main effect
(pc.OO) with none of the interaction terms being significant. The means depicted in
Table 5.27 shows that the differences are in the predicted direction. Thus, hypothesis
Hlb is also supported. Based on the discussion of hypotheses
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and Hlb, it is

inferred that there is reasonable overall support for the general hypothesis H1 for
message type effects.

Message Content

The general hypothesis advanced with respect to message content effects was:

H2:

Message content impacts information processing and product/brand
evaluations.

Or specifically:
H2a: Factual message content is more effective than evaluative message
content in terms of its impact on brand evaluations, associated
consumer confidence/certainty and perceived attribute importance
of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message, and behavioral
intentions.
H25: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
factual message content leads to less counter arguments than
evaluative message content.
H2C: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
factual message content leads to more support arguments than
evaluative message content.

H2(p In terms of the influence of message content on the effects of
message type (comparative versus noncomparative), it is suggested
that message content effects are more pronounced in a comparative
than in a noncomparative format.

The effects of message content on brand beliefs, overall brand evaluations, and
confidence in brand evaluations was assessed using ANCOVA and ANOVA.
Covariates that were not significant were dropped from further analyses. In terms of
the impact of message content on brand beliefs, no significant main effect was found
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(Table 5.13). In addition, none of the interaction terms were significant. With respect
to the effects of message content on overall brand evaluations, a significant main effect
(F=16.020, p=.000, 0)2 =.04) of message content was found (Table 5.15). An
examination of means in Table 5.12 shows that the means are in the predicted
direction. Factual message content led to more favorable evaluations by the subjects
than evaluative message content. Table 5.19 presents the effects of message content
on relative brand evaluation (i.e., evaluation of Citizen bank relative to bay bank).
Message content also had a significant impactt (F= 6.327, p<.012, co2 = 011) on
evaluation of Citizen's checking account relative to Bay bank. Factual messages lead
to Citizen's checking account being evaluated favorably relative to Bay bank than
evaluative messages (Table 5.15). Similarly the relative evaluation of interest rate was
also positively influenced by factual messages (Table 5.20). However, no effects of
message content were observed on the relative evaluation of wide availability of
ATMs (Table 5.21).
The effects of message content on the confidence in one's own brand
evaluations were examined using the data from Table 5.17. Factual messages were
more influential in creating greater confidence under comparative message condition
while evaluative messages more influential under noncomparative message condition.
Message content had no effects on attribute importance and behavioral intentions (see
Table 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 (b)). In each case the main effects and interactions both were
not significant. With respect to attribute importance, message content did not have
any significant effects for either the importance of high interest rates or the importance
of wide availability of ATM machines (see Table 5.23 and 5.24). Similar results were
also observed with respect to message content's impact on behavioral intention. Thus,
the use of factual content did not enhance the probability of trial.
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The discussion above of the effects of message content above provides only
partial support for hypothesis H .
An examination of the effects of message content on the level of counter
arguing in Table 5.28 reveals a two way interaction of message content with message
sidedness. The means in Table 5.27 shows that the means are opposite to what was
predicted. Evaluative messages generated significantly less counter arguments than
factual messages. Thus, hypothesis H2b is not supported by the data. Although no
significant effects of message content were observed on support arguments, there is
directional support for the hypothesis (see Table 5.28). Thus, some directional support
for hypothesis H^.
Hypothesis H2d predicted that the effects of message content are more
pronounced in a comparative format than in a noncomparative format. Hypothesis
H2d can be examined by looking at the interaction terms in Table 5.13, 5.16, 5.17.
None of the message type * message content interaction terms were significant.
Therefore, hypothesis H2d is not supported by the data. Based on the analysis of
message content effects above, it appears that there is support though not very strong
for the general hypothesis H2.

Message Sidedness

The general hypothesis advanced with respect to message sidedness was:

H3:

Message sidedness has a direct impact on the processing of
comparative and noncomparative advertisements.

Or specifically,
H3a: Two-sided messages are more effective than one-sided
messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations, associated
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consumer confidence/certainty and perceived attribute importance
of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message, and behavioral
intentions.
H3b: Two-sided unrefuted messages are more effective than two-sided
refuted messages in terms of their impact on brand evaluations,
associated consumer confidence/certainty and perceived attribute
importance of the attribute(s) mentioned in the message, and
behavioral intentions.
H3c: In terms of cognitive responses resulting from message exposure,
it is suggested that two-sided unrefuted messages produce less
counter arguments than one-sided messages. The number of
counter arguments resulting from exposure to two-sided unrefuted
message are the same as those resulting from two-sided refuted
message.
H3(j: In terms of the influence of message sidedness on the effects of
message type (comparative versus noncomparative), it is suggested
that message sidedness effects are more pronounced in a
comparative than in a noncomparative format.

Hypotheses H3a and H3b predicted a significant main effect of message
sidedness. An examination of ANOVA results in Table 5.13 and Table 5.15 shows
that message sidedness has a significant main effect on brand beliefs (F=6.460,
P<.002, V\/2 =.032) but not on overall brand evaluations. An examination of the means
in Table 5.12 shows that the differences in means are in the predicted direction
(though not significant) except for two-sided unrefuted evaluative message conditions.
Table 5.14 shows the results of paired comparisons using Newman-Keuls procedures.
This is contrary to what was predicted in hypothesis H3a and H3t>. With respect to
confidence in one's own attitudes, a significant three way interaction is observed. The
means in Table 5.12 show that refuted messages are more effective in enhancing
confidence than unrefuted messages for evaluative messages. The reverse is true for
factual messages. This is contrary to prediction that unrefuted messages are more
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effective than refuted messages. However, as expected, the use of two-sided messages
caused subjects to consider the high interest rate as well as the availability of ATMs as
more important. Thus, these two factors emphasized and mentioned in the two-sided
conditions became more salient to respondents than the one-sided condition (see Table
5.23 and 5.24). In terms of the three relative evaluation measures, message sidedness
did not influence any of the three relative evaluation measures (see Table 5.19, 5.290,
5.21). Similarly behavioral intentions were not influenced by the message sidedness
variable (see Table 5.25).
With respect to H3d, a two way interaction of message sidedness with message
type was predicted. None of the two way message sidedness * message type
interactions were significant. Thus, hypothesis H3d is not supported by the data.
With respect to H3c, an examination of the ANOVA in Table 5.21 shows a two
way interaction of message sidedness with message content. Further, the means in
Table 5.20 show that the means are contrary to prediction. Except for the
noncomparative evaluative (two-sided) all the means are in the opposite direction.
Also, noncomparative refuted messages lead to significantly more counter arguments
than unrefuted messages. However, in the comparative message condition refutation
significantly reduced the level of counter arguments. Therefore, hypothesis H3c is not
supported by the data.

Need for Cognition

Need for cognition was used as a covariate while testing hypotheses regarding
message type, message content and message sidedness. The covariate had significant
effects on relative evaluation of interest rates, attribute importance of high interest
rates on checking accounts and attribute importance of wide availability of ATMs. In
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all other situations, the need for cognition covariate failed to reach statistical
significance. Taken together these findings lead to the conclusion that there is very
limited for the hypothesis H4.

General Attitude Towards Advertising

General attitude towards advertising was used as a covariate while testing
hypotheses regarding message type, message content and message sidedness. The
covariate had no significant effect on any of the criterion variables of interest. This
suggests that there is no support for the hypothesis H5.
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Table 5.1
Demographic Characteristics of Respondents

Characteristics of Respondent

n

%

156
252

38.2
61.8

26
55
62
76
63
49
41
18
14
2

6.4
13.5
15.2
18.6
15.4
12.0
10.0
4.4
3.4
0.5

0
4
91
37
114
94
68

0.0
1.0
22.3
9.1
27.9
23.0
16.7

99
226
61
2

24.3
55.4
15.0
0.5

374
34

91.7
8.3

Sex
Male
Female
Age
Less than 26 years
26 - 30 years
31-35 years
36-40 years
41-45 years
46 - 50 years
51-55 years
56-60 years
61-65 years
Above 65 years
Education
Elementary school
Some high school, did not graduate
High school, graduated
Trade/technical school
1 - 3 years college
4 years college
Graduate school
Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced, Widowed, Separated
Other
Employment Status
Fulltime
Part time

Continued, next page
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Table 5.1 (Continued)

Characteristics of Respondent

n

%

259
149

63.5
36.5

12
57
87
79
72
48
28
19

2.9
14.0
21.3
19.4
17.6
11.8
6.9
4.7

Home Ownershio
Own home
Do not own home
Income
Less than $10,000
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $69,999
$70,000 and above
Number of Wage Earners in the Familv (Mean)
No. of Males

0.78 (.561)*

No. of Females

1.00 (.552)*

*

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 5.2
Current Checking Account Usage
(a) Overall Checking Account Usage by Sample

Have Checking Account

n

Yes

392

96.1

No

16

3.9

%

(b) Current Checking Account Usage by Experimental Treatments

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Evaluative
Factual

Comparative
Evaluative
Factual

One-sided

97.1

100.0

94.1

97.1

Two-sided unrefuted

94.1

94.1

94.1

100.0

Two-sided refuted

100.0

94.1

88.2

100.0

Chi-square (%2) = 13.01 (p = 0.29)
Cramer's V
= 0.18
Note: Cell entries are percentage of respondents in each cell who currently have a checking
account.
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Table 5.3
Brand Evaluations by Experimental Treatments and Brand Patronage

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative
BBa
BB
Others*5
Others

One-sided

3.49
(9)

4.20
(24)

3.20
(6)

3.74
(28)

5.20
(4)

4.44
(28)

3.90
(4)

4.15
(29)

Two-sided unrefuted

4.28
(5)

4.39
(27)

3.30
(2)

3.79
(28)

4.90
(4)

4.51
(28)

....

4.15
(34)

4.77
(12)

4.01
(22)

4.13
(3)

3.34
(29)

5.33
(9)

4.53
(21)

5.401 4.281
(28)
(4)

Two-sided refuted

a BB = Bay Bank
Note:

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative
BB
BB
Others
Others

(0)

b Others = Other than Bay Bank

Chi-square (%2) = 27.72 (p < .003), Cramer's V = 0.27
Cell entries are mean values of respondents' overall evaluation of Citizen’s checking
account. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of respondents in each cell.

Table 5.4
Relative Brand Evaluations by Experimental Treatments and Brand Patronage

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative
BB
Others
BBa
Others*5

One-sided

3.331
(9)

4.101
(21)

1.331
(6)

4.181
(28)

4.001
(4)

5.291
(24)

Two-sided unrefuted

3.20
(5)

4.13
(23)

2.001
(2)

4.351
(26)

4.00
(4)

5.07
(28)

(0)

4.50
(34)

2.671
(12)

3.951
(19)

3.67
(3)

3.83
(24)

5.11
(9)

4.86
(21)

4.50
(4)

4.46
(28)

Two-sided refuted

a BB = Bay Bank
Note:

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative
BB
Others
BB
Others

3.501 4.85
(26)
(4)

b Others = Other than Bay Bank

Cell entries are mean values of respondents' evaluations of Citizen's checking account
offerings. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of respondents in each cell.
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Table 5.5
Brand Evaluations by Experimental Treatments and Sex

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative
Male Female
Male Female

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative
Male Female
Male

3.10
(10)

4.39
(24)

3.94
(14)

3.43
(20)

4.34
(13)

4.66
(21)

4.34
(16)

3.76
(18)

Two-sided unrefuted 4.36
(11)

4.41
(23)

2.86
(10)

4.08
(24)

4.21
(16)

4.47
(18)

4.40
(12)

4.02
(22)

Two-sided refuted

4.09
(23)

3.40
(11)

3.50
(23)

3.62
(10)

5.11
(24)

4.59
(22)

4.17
(12)

Female
One-sided

4.67
(11)

Chi-square (%2) = 17.44 (p = .010)
Cramer’s V
=0.21
Note:

Cell entries are mean values of respondents' overall evaluations of Citizen's
checking account offerings. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of
respondents in each cell.

Table 5.6
Relative Brand Evaluations by Experimental Treatments and Sex

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Evaluative
Factual
Male Female
Male Female

Comparative
Evaluative
Factual
Male
Male Female

Female
One-sided

3.63 3.96
(8) (23)

3.29
(14)

3.95
(20)

5.18
(11)

4.84
(19)

4.67
(15)

4.50
(16)

Two-sided unrefuted

3.27 4.37
(11) (19)

3.11
(9)

4.57
(23)

4.88
(16)

4.67
(18)

4.92
(12)

4.27
(22)

Two-sided refuted

4.11 3.18
(9) (22)

4.67
(9)

3.55
(20)

4.20
(10)

5.17
(24)

4.77
(22)

4.00
(12)

Note:

Cell entries are mean values of respondents’ overall evaluations of Citizen's
checking account offerings in comparison to Bay Bank's checking account offerings.
Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of respondents in each cell.
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Table 5.7
Involvement with Checking Accounts by Experimental Treatments

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative

One-sided

5.13
(1.05)

5.33
(1.09)

5.07
(1.32)

5.33
(1.27)

Two-sided unrefuted

4.92
(1.45)

4.89
(1.55)

5.16
(1.41)

4.88
(1.31)

Two-sided refuted

5.40
(1.37)

5.25
(1.31)

5.30
(1.31)

5.43
(1.27)

F-value = 0.77 (p = 0.67)
Note:

Cell entries are mean values of respondent’s reported involvement with checking
accounts. The involvement score is an average of three item semantic differential

scale
with scale values ranging from 1 to 7 for each item.
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 5.8
Satisfaction with Current Checking Accounts by Experimental Treatments

Message Sidcdncss

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative

One-sided

87.58
(12.82)

80.88
(15.98)

64.07
(28.52)

76.36
(17.73)

Two-sided unrefuted

92.97
(14.13)

78.67
(18.38)

74.84
(24.48)

76.76
(23.09)

Two-sided refuted

88.09
(12.06)

81.88
(15.01)

84.67
(19.07)

79.22
(15.51)

F-valuc = 5.23 (p = .(X))
Note: Cell entries arc mean values of respondent's reported satisfaction with checking
account
currently held. The satisfaction score is an average of two item scale with scale values
ranging from 0 to 100.
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 5.9
Product Familiarity by Experimental Treatments

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative
Evaluative

One-sided

5.61
(1.14)

5.44
(1.26)

4.65
(1.63)

5.53
(1.38)

Two-sided unrefuted

5.06
(1.67)

5.38
(1.65)

5.50
(1.60)

4.85
(2.02)

Two-sided refuted

5.50
(1.21)

5.06
(1.50)

5.47
(1.69)

5.50
(1.29)

Comparative
Factual

F-value = 1.41 (p = .16)

Note: Cell entries are mean values of respondent's self reported familiarity with
checking accounts. Product familiarity was measured using a single item scale
with scale values ranging from 1 to 7.
Numbers in parentheses arc standard deviations.
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Table 5.10
Manipulation Checks: Message Content
Evaluation of the Advertisement

Items

Factual

Abstract/Concrete*

5.04
(1.44)

4.12
(1.65)

Sketchy/Detailed*

4.79
(1.54)

3.47
(1.75)

Vague/Explicit*

4.11
(1.48)

3.36
(1.77)

Uninformative/Informative*

4.97
(1.56)

4.16
(1.66)

Fictional/Factual*

4.94
(1.41)

4.49
(1.38)

Mean Overall Score

Evaluative

4.77
3.95
T -value = 6.00 (p < .001)

* Each item measured on a seven point scale.
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 5.11
Manipulation Checks: Message Sidedness
Perceptions About Availability of ATMs with Citizen's Checking Accounts

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Factual
Evaluative

One-sided

4.97
(1.68)

4.62
(1.74)

5.47
(1.83)

5.35
(1.28)

Two-sided unrefuted

2.76
(2.03)

2.24
(1.86)

3.06
0.59)

3.24
(1.95)

Two-sided refuted

2.94
(1.95)

2.94
(2.04)

3.18
(2.30)

4.26
(2.14)

F-value

14.25

14.32

16.85

11.42

p-value

.00

.00

.00

.00

Note:

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative

Cell entries are mean values of responses to the statement: Citizen bank has
Automatic Teller Machines widely available. The responses were measured on a
seven point scale where 1 represents extremely unlikely and 7 represents extremely
likely.
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 5.12
Mean Scores for Brand Beliefs, Overall Brand Evaluation, and
Confidence in Brand Evaluation for Experimental Treatments

Noncomparativc
Message
Sidedness

Comparative

Measures
Factual

Evaluative

Factual

Evaluative

Brand Bclicfsa
25.31
Brand Evaluation^3 4.01
3.94
Confidence0

24.24
3.64
4.18

26.07
4.53
5.25

26.47
4.12
3.76

Two-sided
Unrefuted

Brand Beliefs
Brand Evaluation
Confidence

23.12
4.37
4.06

23.40
3.75
3.73

23.66
4.56
4.91

21.66
4.15
4.15

Two-sided
Refuted

Brand Beliefs
Brand Evaluation
Confidence

21.41
4.28
4.15

23.30
3.40
4.23

23.28
4.77
4.23

24.31
4.42
4.44

One-sided

a Brand Belief is an evaluative belief measure and is calculated as the mean of the summated
attribute importance * belief strength scores.
b Brand Evaluation measure is an averaged score on a five item semantic differential scale
with scale values varying from 1 to 7.
c Confidence in brand evaluation is a single item scale with scale values ranging from 1 to 7.
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Table 5.13
Analysis of Variance for Brand Beliefs

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

p<

co2

1
1
2

53.575
.004
382.490

.905
.000
6.460

.002

.032

1
2
2
2

1.224
10.939
65.141
3.836

.021
.185
1.100
.065

396

59.207

Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT
MT
MC
MT

* MC
* MS
* MS
* MC * MS

Residual

Table 5.14
Calculated T-Values for Test of Differences
Between Message Sidedness Levels

Comparisons

Noncomparative
Evaluative
Factual

One-sided vs Two-sided unrefuted

3.90a

1.44

4.90a

5.923

Two-sided unrefuted vs Two-sided refuted

2.75b

.89

1.06

2.89b

a p < .005
b p < .05
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Comparative
Evaluative
Factual

Table 5.15
Analysis of Covariance for Overall Brand Evaluation

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

P<

co2

Covariate
Involvement

1

8.870

1
1
2

5.949

.015

24.061
23.887
.849

16.137
16.020
.569

.000
.000

1
2
2
2

1.027
1.731
.577
.593

.689
1.161
.387
.398

371

1.491

Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS
Residual

Unstandardized Pinvolvement—0.120

Table 5.16
Calculated T-values for Test of Differences
Between Comparative and Noncomparative Messages

Message Sidedness
Factual

Evaluative

One-sided

3.87a

3.62a

Two-sided unrefuted

2.45a

3.04a

Two-sided refuted

3.53a

8.76b

a p < .005

b pc.00
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.040
.036

Table 5.17
Analysis of Covariance for Confidence in Overall Brand Evaluation

Source of Variation

MS

F

P<

1

28.536

10.523

.001

1
1
2

25.915
18.164
.415

9.557
6.698
.153

.002
.010

.023
.018

1
2
2
2

11.728
3.939
4.423
7.420

4.325
1.452
1.631
2.736

.038

.011

.066

.009

394

2.712

df

CO2

Covariate
Product Familiarity
Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS
Residual

Unstandardized ^Product Familiarity = 0.173
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Table 5.18
Mean Scores for Relative Brand Evaluation, Interest Rate Offerings,
and Availability of ATMs by Experimental Treatments

Message
Sidedness

Relative
Evaluation Measures

Noncomparative

Comparative

Factual

Evaluative

Factual

Evaluative

Brand Evaluationa
Interest Rate^
ATM Availability0

3.87 (0.76)
4.77(1.33)
2.26(1.21)

3.68 (1.43)
3.71 (1.78)
2.65 (1.87)

4.97(1.13)
5.37(1.83)
3.07(1.55)

4.58 (1.23)
4.81 (1.68)
3.16(1.34)

Two-sided
Unrefuted

Brand Evaluation
Interest Rate
ATM Availability

3.97(1.30)
5.00(1.95)
2.00(1.54)

4.16(1.25)
4.19(1.55)
2.34 (1.88)

4.76(1.33)
5.68 (1.53)
1.91 (1.36)

4.50(1.35)
5.21 (1.67)
2.26(1.16)

Two-sided
Refuted

Brand Evaluation
Interest Rate
ATM Availability

3.45(1.21)
4.39(1.80)
1.77(1.45)

3.90(1.14)
3.77 (1.48)
1.94(1.44)

4.88(1.51)
5.65(1.41)
1.94(1.32)

4.50(1.16)
5.82(1.11)
2.88(2.13)

One-sided

a Relative Brand Evaluation is an evaluation score when Citizen’s checking account is
evalauated relative to Bay Bank's checking account.
It is a single item scale with scale values ranging from 1 to 7.
b This is an evaluation of Citizen's interest offerings on their checking accounts as
compared to Bay Bank.
c This is an evaluation of availability of ATMs with Citizen's checking accounts as
compared to Bay Bank.
Note: Cell entries are mean values. Numbers in parentheses are associated
standard deviation.
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Table 5.19
Analysis of Covariance for Relative Brand Evaluation

Source of Variation

0)2

df

MS

1
1

53.701
11.117

37.831
7.831

.000
.005

1
1
2

59.514
8.981
.259

41.925
6.327
.183

.000
.012

.059
.011

1
2
2
2

4.838
2.035
.120
.934

3.408
1.434
.084
.658

.066

.007

350

1.420

F

P<

Covariate
Brand Patronage
Satisfaction
Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT
MT
MC
MT

* MC
* MS
* MS
* MC * MS

Residual

Unstandardized pBrand patronage = -1.027
Unstandardized (^Satisfaction

= -0.009
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Table 5.20
Analysis of Covariance for Relative Evaluation of Interest Rates

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

P<

CO2

Covariate
Involvement
Need for Cognition
Product Familiarity

1
1
1

21.646
10.169
8.798

8.582
4.032
3.488

.004
.045
.063

1
1
2

119.763
29.672
4.316

47.480
11.763
1.711

.000
.001

1
2
2
2

7.743
6.208
3.916
.288

Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS
Residual

371

Unstandardized plnvolvement

= -0.196

Unstandardized PNeed for Cognition = 0.136
Unstandardized pproduct Familiarity = 0.106
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2.522

3.070
2.461
1.552
.114

.064
.038

Table 5.21
Analysis of Covariance for Relative Evaluation of ATM Availability

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

1
1

7.618
53.453

3.339
23.431

.068
.000

1
1
2

12.229
3.765
22.491

5.361
1.651
9.859

.021

.032

.000

.047

1
2
2
2

.441
5.548
.124
1.718

.194
2.432
.054
.753

354

2.281

P<

(D2

Covariate
Involvement
Brand Patronage
Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT
MT
MC
MT

* MC
* MS
* MS
* MC * MS

Residual

Unstandardized (^involvement

= "0.123

Unstandardized PBrand Patronage = -1-030
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Table 5.22
Mean Importance Ratings of Checking Account Attributes

Attribute

Direct Measure
Mean
S. D.

Low Minimum Balance

5.92

1.56

Large Number of Branch Offices

5.12

1.80

High Interest Rates on Checking
Account Balances

5.82

1.58

Overdraft Privileges

4.50

2.08

No Service Charge

6.52

1.04

Direct Payroll Deposit Facility

5.98

1.70

Availability of ATM's

5.39

2.10

Extended hours of Opening

5.40

1.69

Note:

Attribute importance was measured on a seven point scale where 1
represents extremely unimportant and 7 represents extremely
important.
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Table 5.23
Analysis of Variance for Attribute Importance of High Interest Rates

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

P<

co2

Covariates
1
1
1

34.965
9.963
15.020

16.623
4.737
7.141

.000
.030
.008

1
1
2

1.338
.008
11.281

.636
.004
5.363

.005

.026

1
2
2
2

15.061
.173
1.132
2.734

7.160
.082
.538
1.300

.008

.032

Residual

372

2.103

Unstandardized ^Involvement

= 0-259

Involvement
Need for Cognition
Brand Patronage
Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS

Unstandardized pNeed for Cognition = -0.131
Unstandardized PBrand Patronage

= -0.545
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Table 5.24
Analysis of Variance for Attribute Importance of Availability of ATMs

Source of Variation

df

MS

F

P<

CO2

Covariates
Need for Cognition
Brand Patronage

1
1

1 8.714
131.756

4.844
34.104

.028
.000

1
1
2

2.241
2.185
14.800

.580
.566
3.831

.023

.027

1
2
2
2

22.296
7.563
5.831
11.403

5.771
1.958
1.509
2.952

.017

.031

.053

.007

374

3.863

Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT
MT
MC
MT

* MC
* MS
* MS
* MC * MS

Residual

Unstandardized pNeed for Cognition =0.177
Unstandardized pBrand Patronage

= 1.594
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Table 5.25
Mean Scores for Behavioral Intention2 for Experimental Treatments

Noncomparative
Message
Sidedness

Factual

Comparative

Evaluative

Factual

Evaluative

One-sided

3.11

3.17

3.53

3.86

Two-sided Unrefuted

2.67

3.08

3.82

3.02

Two-sided Refuted

3.19

2.78

4.07

4.02

a Averaged three item scale with scale values ranging from 1 to 7.

Table 5.26
Analysis of Covariance for Behavioral Intentions

Source of Variation

F

df

MS

1
1
1

56.247
13.731
12.689

20.611
5.032
4.650

.000
.061
.033

1
1
2

32.904
.333
3.638

12.057
.122
1.333

.001

1
2
2
2

.001
3.329
2.069
3.667

.000
1.220
.758
1.344

373

2.729

P<

CO2

Covariate
Satisfaction
Product Familiarity
Brand Patronage
Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
Interactions
MT
MT
MC
MT

*
*
*
*

MC
MS
MS
MC * MS

Residual
Unstandardized Psatisfaction

= -0.019

Unstandardized (^product Familiarity - 0.134
Unstandardized PBrand Patronage

= 0.496
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.044

Table 5.27
Distribution of Cognitive Responses by Experimental Condition

Noncomparative
Message
Sidedness

One-sided

Two-sided
Unrefuted

Two-sided
Refuted

Comparative

Measures
Factual

Evaluative

Factual

Evaluative

Comprehension Effort
Focus of Attention
Nature of Elaboration
Support Arguments
Counter Arguments

3.53
0.22
0.16
2.38
2.29

3.35
0.50
0.11
1.73
2.43

4.12
0.68
0.58
1.71
1.90

3.85
0.52
0.22
1.63
2.30

Comprehension Effort
Focus of Attention
Nature of Elaboration
Support Arguments
Counter Arguments

2.59
0.61
0.38
2.44
2.70

2.82
0.64
0.30
1.60
2.29

3.85
0.78
0.69
2.45
3.11

3.91
0.45
0.22
1.82
2.81

Comprehension Effort
Focus of Attention
Nature of Elaboration
Support Arguments
Counter Arguments

3.71
0.51
0.46
2.31
2.94

3.32
0.59
0.39
1.69
2.76

3.94
0.59
0.37
2.50
2.53

3.91
0.53
0.22
1.93
2.40

Note: Cell entries arc mean number of cognitive responses.
Comprehension Effort is measured as the total number of cognitive thoughts listed.
Focus of Attention is measured as the proportion of thoughts that are product related.
Nature of Elaboration is measured as the proportion of product inferences relative to total
thoughts.
Support Arguments are measured as the number of positive thoughts listed.
Counter Arguments are measured as the number of negative thoughts listed.
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Table 5.27
Effects on Cognitive Activity

Measures
Comprehension Effort
Total thoughts

Source

F

P<

27.426
16.527

7.453
4.407

.007
.036

Message Type (MT)
38.990
Message Content (MC)
.399
Message Sidedness (MS) 9.274
MT * MC
.689
MT * MS
4.061
MC * MS
.959
MT * MC * MS
.116

10.397
.106
2.473
.184
1.083
.256
.031

.001

.030

.100

.011

Satisfaction
Product Familiarity

MS

CO2

Unstandardized pSatisfaction = -0.014
Unstandardized Pproduct Familiarity = 0.148

Focus of Attention
Proportion of productrelated thoughts to
total thoughts

Nature of Elaboration
Proportion of productrelated inferences to
total thoughts

Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS

.467
.048
.074
.036
.067
.023
.142

5.507
.567
.869
.429
.792
.276
2.543

.020

.018

Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS

.623
.014
.032
.041
.058
.064
.098

8.723
.759
.987
.239
.198
.367
1.543

.001

.020

Continued, next page
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Table 5.27 (continued)

Measures

Support Arguments
Total positive thoughts

Counterarguments
Total negative thoughts

Source

MS

Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS

.002
.048
.097
.018
.031
.001
.001

.018
2.499
5.097
.951
1.642
.046

Brand Patronage

11.519

6.547

Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS

.284
.649
5.585
.859
2.122
3.373
1.995

.161
.369
3.174
.488
1.206
1.917
1.134

Unstandardized pBrand Patronage

= -0.511
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F

P<

.010

co2

.024

.011

.043

.033

CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

This dissertation reports the results of an experiment designed to test
propositions concerning comparative advertising effectiveness. The previous chapters
have presented a review of the literature relevant to this research, described the
methods used in the study to test the hypotheses, discussed data analysis procedures
and presented the results. This chapter will present a summary and discussion of the
findings of the empirical investigation undertaken in light of the objectives of the
research undertaken, discuss the implications of these findings and offer suggestions
for future research.

Summary of Findings

The Effects of Comparative Advertising

The data obtained in this dissertation support the rationale advanced that
comparative and noncomparative messages differentially influence information
processing and subsequent product/brand evaluation processes. As discussed in the
literature review section, researchers examining the effects of comparative messages
have previously reported mixed findings. Here in a banking context, comparative
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advertisements were demonstrated to significantly influence and lead to favorable
brand evaluations, consumer confidence/certainty associated with one's own brand
evaluation, and behavioral intentions (see Table 6.1). The literature review indicated
that the recent studies have found comparative advertisements more effective than
noncomparative advertisements (Gorn and Weinberg 1984; Droge and Darmon 1985).
In contrast, earlier studies in this area had consistently found comparative
advertisements to be no more superior than noncomparative advertisements. In earlier
studies respondents had found comparative advertisements unfair and offensive.
However, in recent years the use of comparisons in advertising has become quite
common place. People may now be viewing comparative advertising as a normal
advertising practice. In this context it can be argued that the effects of comparative
advertising reported in earlier studies may have been confounded by some intervening
variables such as attitude towards comparative advertising.
The mechanism through which comparative messages influence the brand
evaluation processes can be discussed within the cognitive response theory and the
elaboration likelihood model. Much of the work in the cognitive response area implies
that exposure to a message invokes cognitive processing. The nature and level of
cognitive processing ascertains the kind of evaluation processes individuals engage in.
In this research, the total number of cognitive responses generated was used as a
surrogate for the level of comprehension effort expended in processing the message.
The level of comprehension effort was found to be influenced by message type.
Individuals exposed to comparative message were found to engage in greater cognitive
processing than individuals exposed to noncomparative message. A further
examination of the level of comprehension effort variable revealed that it was also
correlated with brand evaluations, confidence, and behavioral intentions measures.
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Another measure of cognitive activity - focus of attention - was also found to
be influenced by message type. The proportion of product related thoughts to total
thoughts served as a surrogate for focus of attention. Respondents in the comparative
message treatment condition generated significantly more product related thoughts
than respondents in the noncomparative message condition. Additionally, focus of
attention was also correlated with brand evaluations, confidence, attribute importance
and behavioral intention measures. These findings provide ample support to the
relationship between cognitive processing and brand evaluation processes.
The above findings can be further summarized within the Petty and Cacioppo's
Elaboration Likelihood Model. According to Petty and Cacioppo messages may be
processed either centrally or peripherally. Messages that are processed centrally lead
to more enduring attitude change than message processed centrally. For advertisers
with superior product characteristics, the challenge is to ascertain if any message
characteristics variables can assure that the message will be processed centrally. In the
present study it was established that comparative messages can induce individuals to
process the message centrally. On the other hand, advertisers promoting a product
with no significant distinguishing characteristics may want to avoid using a
comparative advertising strategy to avoid careful consideration and evaluation of the
product.
An unexpected finding with respect to message type effects was that
comparative messages did not have a differential impact on brand beliefs and attribute
importance. The failure of the hypothesis regarding brand attribute importance to be
influenced by message type may have been due to data collection method used. Given
the forced exposure environment, respondents may have paid inordinate attention to
the ads than in a normal viewing situation. Or it is conceivable that the theoretical
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bases for the hypotheses were not appropriate. Further research would be needed to
clarify this issue.

Role of Message Content

An important finding with respect to message content was that factual
messages that emphasized and explicitly presented information on the interest rate
attribute led to more favorable brand evaluations and greater confidence in brand
evaluations. However, contrary to expectations message content had no impact on
brand beliefs, attribute importance and behavioral intentions. Failure to find support
for these hypotheses may be either due to the theoretical rationale used or due to the
implementation of the study. The hypothesis that factual messages influence attribute
importance was based on the premise that factual messages draw greater attention to
the attributes than evaluative messages. In previous research also attribute importance
has been shown to be influenced by the amount of attention given to the ad
(Mackenzie 1987). Thus, factual messages would influence attribute importance
through their ability to draw greater attention. The study was conducted in a
laboratory setting which may have caused respondents to pay more attention to the
advertisement text than in a normal advertisement viewing environment.
Relationships involving this construct may have been attenuated because of the
amount of attention due not only to message content but also due to the laboratory
environment.
There was partial support for the interaction hypothesis that comparative
messages in a factual content format lead to more favorable evaluations than
comparative messages utilizing evaluative content. A likely explanation is that the
message content effects were not as profound as expected because laboratory testing
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conditions and single exposure may have influenced the overall significance of the
interactive effects.
With respect to the effects on counterargumentation, message content did not
have any influence on counter arguments. The means were also not in the expected
direction. Message content did not influence support arguments generated as a result
of message exposure thought the means were in the expected direction. This was
contrary to expectation. It is possible that evaluative messages were processed
peripherally and therefore did not induce counter argumentation. Further examination
of this aspect is necessary to revise the theoretical bases for message content effects.
It is also possible that in addition to the manipulation of message content, the amount
of information contained in factual and evaluative messages also got varied.
The discussion above of the effects of message content lead to the conclusion
that message content effects are more pronounced in a comparative format than in a
noncomparative format. Thus, with respect to research question two, it may be stated
that factual content enhances the persuasive impact of a comparative message.

Role of Message Sidedness

The results of this research with respect to the differential impact of the three
levels of message sidedness factor did not reach statistical significance. The expected
superiority of the two-sided unrefuted messages over one-sided refuted message did
not reach significance for any treatment conditions. However, the direction of the
differences was as expected. This was unexpected since the manipulation checks
showed that the message sidedness factor was perceived as intended. As expected, the
use of refutation along with the disclaimer did not enhance the persuasive impact of
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the message. While this effect failed to reach statistical significance, there was
consistent directional support for this hypothesis.
With respect to counter arguments generated, two-sided unrefuted messages
were found to be generate the least amount of counter arguing. This is consistent with
the rationale for the hypothesis that by providing one with the mildly negative
information, perceived credibility of the message is enhanced leading to a greater
likelihood of the message being accepted. The use of refutation did not have any
positive impact since its use resulted in a complex message creating lot of ambiguity
and counterargumentation.
Also none of the interactions of message type and message sidedness were
significant suggesting that the use of message sidedness factor in a comparative format
would not lead to a positive impact on evaluation processes.

Need for Cognition

With respect to need for cognition, it was hypothesized that scores on the need
for cognition scale would discriminate between respondents more or less likely to
engage in active processing of the message. In order to test the hypothesis concerning
need for cognition, scores on the need for cognition scale were included as covariates
in the analyses for all dependent variables. The need for cognition failed to reach
statistical significance except for tests of attribute importance. Therefore hypothesis
with respect to need for cognition has very limited support or none at all.
It is likely that need for cognition does not have any effects in advertising
situations where the evaluation task is not highly involving and therefore, does not
demand higher levels of cognitive effort. Why the need for cognition was significant
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in some situations and not in others is puzzling and would require further
investigations before definite conclusions can be derived.

General Attitude Towards Advertising

General attitude towards advertising was used as a covariate while examining
treatment effects and was found not to have a significant effect on any of the
dependent variables of interest. On reflection it appears that the measure of general
attitude towards advertising did not tap all the dimensions of this construct. Another
explanation may be that people do not vary significantly in their attitudes towards
advertising in general.

Summary

The research findings discussed above can be used to address each of the
research questions advanced for this study: The first research question was that given
that comparative messages contain more message cues, is information presented in a
comparative format processed and used more than information presented in a
noncomparative format? The discussion above of the message type effects observed in
this study leads to the conclusion that comparative messages induce central
processing and cause people to process and use the information presented in the
advertisement. Thus, information presented in a comparative format would be used
more and processed centrally.
The second research question was: How does message content and message
sidedness influence the processing of comparative and noncomparative advertising
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messages? In what ways, if at all, does message content interact with message
sidedness variables to determine the
persuasive effects of an advertisement? It was observed that message content effects
were more pronounced in the comparative message condition than in a
noncomparative message exposure situation. This is because that comparative
messages appear to induce central processing. Message content and message
sidedness did not evidence significant interactions indicating their effects are
independent of each other.
The third research question posed the issue: How does exposure to
comparative versus noncomparative messages influence the importance or the weight
attached to various dimensions of the product/brand being evaluated? Message type
did not significantly impact attribute importance. As explained later in the limitations
section, one of the reasons message type did not influence attribute importance was
that the research was a single exposure study. A single exposure was not sufficient to
show any significant influence on attribute importance.
The fourth research question sought to address the issue: What are the effects
of various types of comparative and noncomparative advertising messages on overall
evaluations? Does exposure to comparative advertisements have a direct effect
leading to more favorable evaluations or a more subtle effect of increasing an
individual's confidence in his/her evaluations? The study conducted showed that
comparative ads had both a direct effect of leading to more favorable evaluations as
well as a more subtle effect of enhancing an individual’s confidence in his/her overall
brand evaluations.
Lastly the research question was: Is processing of comparative advertising
messages mediated by individual difference variables such as need for cognition and
general attitude towards advertising? As explained earlier individual difference
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variables such as need for cognition and general attitude towards advertising did not
mediate processing of comparative advertising.

Vignette Analysis and Copy Testing

Vignette analysis was proposed as a copy testing tool. However, as explained
in Appendix C, the actual implementation of the technique was quite cumbersome. It
was proposed as a tool to get objective measures of attribute importance rather than the
self reported measures of attribute importance. The objective estimates, which were
the raw regression coefficients, did not vary across treatment conditions. Two
explanations are likely. First, the task of rating the vignette profiles is quite involving.
Subjects apparently rated the vignettes independent of the information they received
due to exposure to the experimental stimuli. The other explanation is that the
treatment stimuli did not influence attribute importance. This second explanation is
also likely since the treatment manipulations did not influence the direct measures of
attribute importance also. However, in the researcher's judgment, the vignette analysis
technique which is extremely suited for studying people’s decision making is not
desirable as a copy testing tool due to costs of implementation and the techniques
inability to capture subtle effects due to advertisement exposure. It may be worth
exploring if the ad copy could actually be made part of the vignette profile and then
the technique adapted for copy testing.

Implications for Marketing

The most important implication of this research is that characteristics of a
message, directly controlled by advertisers, may influence in determining ad
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effectiveness. Except for nonsignificant effects of attribute importance, comparative
messages were found to be superior than noncomparative messages in terms of their
impact on evaluation processes. The use of comparisons in advertising may serve to
enhance brand evaluations as evidenced by this research. Therefore, advertisers may
want to consider and evaluate further the desirability of comparative advertising as a
viable alternative to traditional forms of advertising.
Another message characteristics that was found to influence brand evaluations
was message content. This research demonstrated that overall factual messages are
more influential than evaluative messages. This implies that advertising effectiveness
is determined not only by what is mentioned in the ad but how it is mentioned. This
also suggests that contrary to the belief of supporters of advertising regulation, the
need to regulate puffery in advertising may not be as critical since it appears to be
dysfunctional to begin with. Advertisers using abstract and vague claims may find
their ads to be less effective than those who use detailed and concrete claims.
However, definitive conclusions across all situations need to be made before endorsing
this position.
The third implication of this research is that it provided insights into message
sidedness effects. The use of refutation to enhance message acceptance does not
appear to be helpful in advertising situations. This may be due to the fact that
individuals want to expend minimal effort in processing advertising messages. This
finding is also consistent with the results suggested by Belch (1979). However, the
use of two-sided unrefuted messages may be helpful to reduce counterarguing
especially when advertisements are processed centrally.
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Limitations

The research findings discussed above are subject to several limitations. This
research undertaken in a laboratory setting may have caused subjects to pay undue
attention to the message arguments. Thus, the level of attention was artificially
heightened. In addition, the picture used in the ads may have also drawn unusual level
of attention. The increased levels of attention, while across all treatment conditions,
may have masked the differential effects due treatment conditions. The laboratory
setting may have potentially also made the task involving. The heightened task
involvement may have caused respondents to engage in "central processing" of
information irrespective of the type of stimulus exposure received. Thus, an issue that
remains unresolved is whether effects observed in the laboratory setting can be
generalized to naturalistic settings of ad viewing. It is quite possible that differences
in effects would have been of greater magnitude if the ads were tested in a normal
viewing environment. For example, the effects of evaluative message content should
have been significantly less than that of a factual message content under normal
viewing conditions than those revealed by various measures of ad effectiveness
considered in this study.
Another major limitation of this research may have been with the
operationalization of treatment variables. Extreme care was taken in ensuring that the
twelve experimental stimuli used in this research are as homogeneous as possible
except for the manipulations so that any observed effects are due to the treatment
manipulations. However, this may have made the ads unrealistic or different than the
advertisements in the real world. This was especially true for the manipulation of the
two-sided refuted message condition. Additionally, the amount of information
presented in the two-sided refuted treatment conditions was the greatest. Message
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sidedness variable was thus confounded with message length. However, it is
extremely difficult to develop messages that vary on message sidedness variable only
while maintaining equivalence on message length. Subjects exposed to a two-sided
message may have experienced difficulty in comprehension as compared to other
experimental conditions just because it contained more points and was longer. Future
research may explore this issue further.
Several other issues also delimit the generalizations from this study. The
findings may be of limited value because of the fact that this was a single ad exposure
study. Stronger effects of treatment variables would have resulted if repeated
exposures were considered. Thus, greater differences in treatment effects could have
possibly been observed with repetition. However, at this point repetition effects
remain a mere speculation. Future research must consider the effects of repetition.
This would also be consistent with the practice in the real world where advertisers use
multiple exposures in the same or different media.
It is also possible that some of the weak or no effects observed are due to the
testing situation. It is possible that respondents in the study felt that they were
unlikely to consider another bank for checking account either because they were very
satisfied with their existing accounts or because they did not perceive substantial value
in engaging in a decision situation. If that were true, then certain respondents may not
have been interested in the task and their responses then are not a true reflection of the
treatment effects. Finally, the results of this study are limited to print advertising as
this was the only medium used for testing the hypotheses. The effects observed in this
study may not exist for other media that require different levels and types of
information processing and is an empirical question that may be addressed in future
research. The applicability of the results from this study should be considered in light
of the limitations discussed above.
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Future Research

One area in future research may be to examine the effects of manipulating
attribute information on a variable that is not a determinant attribute. Does use of a
relatively unimportant attribute also influence attribute importance. One reason why
attribute importance was not significantly influenced in this research is that it was
already important. Therefore, the variance in the attribute importance scores due to
experimental manipulations did not show.
The study's results are applicable for new product introductions since the ads
were designed for a new unknown brand. The study may be replicated for existing
brands to see if similar relationships hold. The study may also be replicated for
situations were products are purchased frequently rather than a situation examined
here where the decision situation is relatively infrequent.
Since the arguments presented in the advertisement depicted the product as
better, eventual brand evaluations were also favorable. It may be interesting to see the
impact of negative arguments presented in a message on brand evaluations. For
example, does comparative advertising lead people to evaluate the 'compared to brand'
as less favorable than they would have in the absence of exposure to the comparative
ad. Would negative advertising such as those used in political campaigns be
successful in influencing evaluations. This knowledge may be extremely useful to an
advertiser who wants to present the "other brand" in a unfavorable manner. Also such
information would be useful to the marketers of the 'compared to brand' when deciding
on whether and how to respond to the comparative ads by the rivals.
Another area of research would be an examination of comparative advertising
effects for different advertising media. It would be especially desirable to examine
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comparative advertising effects when a coordinated media campaign is undertaken
versus instances where comparative advertisements are used in a single medium.
Since wide variation in research findings exists across product categories,
future research must address and develop a better understanding of effects of
comparative advertising across product classes. And finally, it appears that the ELM
model may potentially provide a rich theoretical base/paradigm for carrying out future
studies in the area of comparative advertising.
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TABLE 6.1

Summary of Hypotheses and Conclusions

HYPOTHESIS

CONCLUSION

Message Type
Hj: Message type impacts information processing and

Supported

product/brand evaluation. The effects of comparative
advertising are different than those of
noncomparative advertising.
Hla: Comparative messages are more effective than
noncomparative messages in terms of their
impact on:
(a) brand beliefs

Not supported

(b) brand evaluations

Supported

(c) consumer confidence/certainty associated
with one's own brand evaluations

Supported

(d) perceived attribute importance of the
attribute(s) mentioned in the message

Not supported

(e) behavioral intentions.

Supported

H^: As compared to noncomparative messages, exposure
to comparative messages leads to:
(a)

greater cognitive processing (i.e.,
greater comprehension effort)

(b) greater focus of attention to the
product

Supported

Supported

Continued, next page
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TABLE 6.1 (continued)

CONCLUSION

HYPOTHESIS
Message Content
H2: Message content impacts information processing and

Partial Support

product/brand evaluations.
H2a: Factual message content is more effective than
evaluative message content in terms of its
impact on:
(a)

Not supported

brand beliefs

(b) brand evaluations

Supported

(c) consumer confidence/certainty associated
with one's own brand evaluations

Supported

(d) perceived attribute importance of the
attribute(s) mentioned in the message

Not supported

(e) behavioral intentions

Not supported

H2t>: As compared to evaluative messages, factual
messages lead to:
(a) less counterargumentation

Not supported

H2c: As compared to evaluative messages, factual
messages lead to:
(b) more support arguments

Directional support

Continued, next page
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TABLE 6.1 (continued)

HYPOTHESIS

CONCLUSION

H2d: In terms of the influence of message content
on the effects of message type:
(a) message content effects are more pronounced
Partial support
in a comparative than in a noncomparative format.
Messaee Sidedness
H3: Message sidedness has a direct impact on the processing

Limited Support

of comparative and noncomparative advertisements.
H3a: As compared to one-sided messages, two-sided
unrefuted messages are more effective in terms
of their impact on:
brand beliefs

Not supported

(b) brand evaluations

Not supported

(c) consumer confidence/certainty associated
with one's own brand evaluations

Not supported

(d) perceived attribute importance of the
attribute(s) mentioned in the message

Supported

(e)

Not supported

(a)

behavioral intentions

Continued, next page
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TABLE 6.1 (continued)

HYPOTHESIS
H3b:

CONCLUSION

Two-sided unrefuted messages are more effective
than two-sided refuted messages in terms of their
impact on:
(a)

brand beliefs

Not supported

(b) brand evaluations

Not supported

(c) consumer confidence/certainty associated
with one's own brand evaluations

Not supported

(d) perceived attribute importance of the
attribute(s) mentioned in the message
(e)

behavioral intentions

Not supported

H3c: In terms of counter argumentation generated
as a result of processing of a message:
(a) as compared to one-sided messages,
two-sided unrefuted messages lead to less
counter argumentation than one-sided
messages.

Directional support

(b) the number of counter arguments resulting
from exposure to two-sided unrefuted message
are the same as those resulting from exposure
to two-sided refuted message.

Directional support

Continued, next page
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TABLE 6.1 (continued)

HYPOTHESIS

CONCLUSION

In terms of the influence of message sidedness
on the effects of message type:
(a) message sidedness effects are more
pronounced in a comparative than in a
noncomparative format.

Not supported

Need for Cognition
H4: Higher need for cognition will enhance the persuasive
impact of a message.

Partial support

Attitude Towards Advertising in General
H5: General attitude towards advertising has a direct
effect on the persuasive impact of comparative and
noncomparative messages. Specifically, more
favorable the general attitude towards advertising,
greater the persuasive impact of a message.
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FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
At Citizen we offer high interest rates on NOW
Checking Accounts. Currently, the interest rate on
the NOW accounts is 6.25%.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
and also operates automated teller machines (ATM)
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253-9900
1 -800-CITIZEN
Mon. ■ Ftl. 8 AM ■ 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
.1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01101

Figure A.l

Factual One-sided Comparative Message
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Member FDIC

FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
At Citizen we offer high interest rates on NOW
Checking Accounts. Currently, the interest rate on
the NOW accounts is 6.25%.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield.
However, at the present time we have just one
automated teller machine (ATM) each in Amherst.
Northampton and Greenfield.
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253 9900

i 8oo-anzEN
Mon. - Frt. 8 AM 9 PM
Sat.
8 AM-2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01102

Figure A.2

Factual Two-sided Unrefuted Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
At Citizen we offer high interest rates on NOW
Checking Accounts. Currently, the interest rate on
the NOW accounts is 6.25%.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
At the present time we have just one automated teller
machine (ATM) each in Amherst. Northampton and
Greenfield. However, we do provide access to your
account through the YANKEE 24 automated tellers
throughout New England (limited to cash wilhdrawls
and account balance inquiries).
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253-9900
1 -800-CITIZEN
Mon. ■ Frt. 8 AM 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
0 1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01103

Figure A.3

Member FDIC

Factual Two-sided Refuted Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
Bay Bank offers only minimal interest on your NOW
checking account. That’s an outrage. They d like you
to believe that low interest rates are Just a fact of life
in ihe banking business. But they're not.
Not at CITIZEN!
At Citizen we offer the highest Interest rates on NOW
Checking Accounts. Compare our current Interest
rates with Bay Bank's:
CITIZEN:
Bay Bank:

6.25%
5.75%

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
and also operates automated teller machines IATM).
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413)253-9900
1 800CmZE.\
Mon. ■ Frt. 8 AM - 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high Interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Com© to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
3 1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01104

Figure A.4

Factual One-sided Noncomparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
B jv Bank offers only minimal interest on your NOW
' necking account That s an outrage. They d like you
it be..eve that low interest rates are Just a fact of life
n the banking business But thevre not.
Not at CITIZEN’
At Citizen we offer the highest interest rates on NOW
Checking Accounts Compare our current Interest
rates with Bay Banks:
CITIZEN
Bay Bank:

6.25%
5.75%

No worries No tossing and turning. Bank with
• onfidence at CITIZEN By banking with us you can
just be back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking We welcome you to better checking

Citizen has branches from Spnngfield to Greenfield
However, at the present time we have just one
automated teller machine (ATM) each in Amherst.
Northampton and Greenfield.
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call.
(413) 253 9900
l 800 CmZES
Mon. ■ FrL. 8 AM -9 PM
Sat.
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name

figure A.5

I’actual I wo-sided Unrefuted Noncomparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
Bay Bank offers only minimal Interest on your NOW
Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield.
checking account. That's an outrage. They d like you At the present time we have just one automated teller
to believe that low interest rates are Just a fact of life
machine (ATM) each in Amherst. Northampton and
in the banking business. But they re not.
Greenfield. However, we do provide access to your
Not at CITIZEN!
account through the YANKEE 24 automated tellers
throughout New England (limited, to cash withdmwls
At Citizen we ofTer the highest interest rates on NOW
and
account balance inquiries).
Checking Accounts. Compare our current interest
rates with Bay Bank's:
CITIZEN:
Bay Bank:

6.25%
5.75%

No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Check us out. To open an account or to get more
Information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253 9900
1 800CmZEV
Mon. Frt. 8 AM 9 PM
Sax..
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

Figure A.6

Factual Two-sided Refuted Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
Citizen s Interest offerings on NOW Checking
Accounts are very desirable. At Citizen we offer high
interest rates on the NOW accounts.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
and also operates automated teller machines (ATM)
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253 9900
1 800 CITIZEN
Mon. FYL. 8 AM 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We're out to give
banking a better name
1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01107

Figure A.7

Evaluative One-sided Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
Citizen's interest offerings on NOW Checking
Accounts are very desirable. At Citizen we offer high
interest rates on the NOW accounts.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
Just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
However, at the present time we have just one
automated teller machine (ATM) each in Amherst.
Northampton and Greenfield.
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253 9900
1 800-CITIZEN
Mon. - Fri, 8 AM - 9 PM
Sat.
8 AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
Citizen Bank, incorporated. Springfield. MA 01106

Figure A.8

Member FL

Evaluative Two-sided Unrefuted Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
GET HIGH INTEREST RATES
Citizen s interest offerings on NOW Cheeking
Accounts are very desirable. At Citizen we offer high
interest rates on the NOW accounts.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield.
At the present time we have just one automated teller
machine IATM) each in Amherst. Northampton and
Greenfield. However, we do provide access to your
account through the YANKEE 24 automated tellers
throughout New England (limited to cash withdrawls
and account balance Inquiries).
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413)253-9900
l 800 CITIZEN
Mon. ■ Ftl. 8 AM 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Com© to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN tor a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
11988

Cilizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01109

Figure A.9

Member FDIC

Evaluative Two-sided Refuted Comparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
Bay Bank offers only minimal Interest on your NOW
checking account. That's an outrage. They d like you
to believe that low interest rates are just a fact of life
in the banking business. But they're not.
Not at CITIZEN!
Citizen s Interest offerings on NOW Checking
Accounts are more desirable than Bay Bank s. At
Citizen we offer higher Interest rates than Bay Bank.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
and also operates automated teller machines (ATM).
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
1413) 253-9900
l 800 CITIZEN
Mon. ■ Ftl. SAM 9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Como to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
: 1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 011 10

Figure A.10

Member FDIC

Evaluative One-sided Noncomparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
Bay Bank offers only minima] Interest on your NOW
checking account. That's an outrage. They d like you
to believe that low interest rates are Just a fact of life
in the banking business. But they re not.
Not at CmZEN!
Citizen s Interest offerings on NOW Checking
Accounts are more desirable than Bay Bank s. At
Citizen we offer higher interest rates than Bay Bank.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking. We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield
However, at the present time we have just one
automated teller machine (ATM) each in Amherst.
Northampton and Greenfield.
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253-9900
l 800-CmZE\'
Mon. Prt. 8 AM 9 PM
Sat..
8AM 2 PM

Come to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We re out to give
banking a better name
6- 1988

Citizen Bank. Incorporated. Springfield. MA 01111

Figure A.l 1

Member KDt

Evaluative Two-sided Unrefuted Noncomparative Message
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FIGHT BACK
AGAINST
UNFAIR/LOW INTEREST RATES
Bay Bank offers only minimal Interest on your NOW
checking account. That's an outrage. They'd like you
to believe that low interest rates are Just a fact of life
in the banking business. But they re not.
Not at CITIZEN!
Citizen's Interest offerings on NOW Checking
Accounts are more desirable than Bay Bank s. At
Citizen we offer higher Interest rates than Bay Bank.
No worries. No tossing and turning. Bank with
confidence at CITIZEN. By banking with us you can
just lie back and reap the rewards of high interest
checking We welcome you to better checking.

Citizen has branches from Springfield to Greenfield.
At the present time we have just one automated teller
machine (ATM) each in Amherst. Northampton and
Greenfield. However, we do provide access to your
account through the YANKEE 24 automated tellers
throughout New England (limited, to cash withdrauis
and account balance inquiries).
Check us out. To open an account or to get more
information visit your nearest CITIZEN office
today or call:
(413) 253-9900
1 800-CmZES
Mon. - Frt. 8 AM-9 PM
Sat..
8 AM 2 PM

Como to the BEST!
Come to CITIZEN for a Change.

We're out to give
banking a better name
1988

Citizen Bank, incorporated. Springfield, MA 01112

Figure A.12

Evaluative Two-sided Refuted Noncomparative Message
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APPENDIX B

STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Thank you for coming today.
The purpose of this research is to investigate how consumers form opinions about
products and services. Banks have been selected as a product/service category to
carry out the investigation. Information from certain banks has been obtained for
use in the study. However, please note that the study is not being conducted for a
bank or a business organization. The study is designed to gain a better
understanding of how consumers use available information to make product and
brand evaluations.
Instructions

1. Please take your time and read each question carefully.
2. Feel free to say what you think. We want to know your honest opinions.
There are no right or wrong answers.
3. Once you have completed a page, please do not return to an earlier page to change
any responses.
4. Be sure to answer all the questions.
5. Please do not talk with others during the session.

(1-4)ID
(5-6)01

(7b)
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Do you currently have a checking account?
□

Yes

□

No

(8)

If Yes, with which bank do you have your primary checking account?
□

Bay Bank

D

Shawmut

□

Heritage-NIS

□

Bank of New England-West

(9)

Bank of Boston
United Savings
□

Greenfield Savings

□

Other

How satisfied are you with the checking account that you mentioned above?

(10-12)

(Please think of all the things about your checking account that you are satisfied and dissatisfied with
as you indicate your overall satisfaction. Circle the appropriate number below).
Completely
satisfied

About half
satisfied

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

Not at all
satisfied

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Thinking back... if you had to do it all over again, what are the chances that you would choose a
checking account with the same bank again?

(13-15)

(Please circle the one number below to indicate the chance that you would choose the same bank again).
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

How knowledgeable do you consider yourself to be about bank checking accounts in the sense that you
have a clear idea about which features are important to you in choosing a checking account?
Know very
little

,

2

3

4

5

6

7

Kn°"a
lot

In comparison to other product decisions that you make, the decision to choose a checking account is:

2

3

4

5

6

7

Extremely
important

Of no concern .
tome
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Of great
concern to me

Uninvolving

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Involving

Boring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Interesting

Extremely
unimportant

.

STOP
Please do not go beyond this page until instructed to do so.
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(16)

(17-20)

The seven major banks in the Hampshire and Franklin county area are listed below:

Bank Name
Bay Bank
Shawm ut
Heritage-NIS
Bank of New England-West
Bank of Boston
United Savings
Greenfield Savings
Citizen is an established bank with several branches in other parts of New England. As part of
its expansion plans, Citizen will be opening several branches in Western Massachusetts during
Fall 1988.
In order to provide you with some information about Citizen, we have obtained copies of
advertisements for Citizen Bank that are scheduled to appear in the local daily newspapers
during the coming months. Please open the folder on your desk to view one of the
advertisements.

Please wait for further instructions once you have finished viewing the advertisement
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I am interested in the thoughts and feelings that you had while viewing the advertisement. In the boxes below,
please write down all the thoughts about the advertisement and the bank that came to your mind as you saw
and read the advertisement.

(Please put one thought per box. If you did not have any reactions or thoughts while viewing the advertisement,
simply write ’No thoughts' in the first box).

STOP
Please do not go beyond this page until instmcted to do so.

Please circle a number from 1 to 7 to Indicate how important/unimportant each of the following features
are to you in choosing a checking account.
Not at all
Important

Low Minimum Balance

1

Extremely
Important

2

3

4

5

6

7

Large Number of Branch offices

2

3

4

5

6

7

High Interest Rate

2

3

4

5

6

7

Overdraft Privileges

2

3

4

5

6

7

No Service Charge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Direct Payroll Deposit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Availability of ATMs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Extended Hours of Opening

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

How likely are you to open a checking account with Citizen Bank when it opens in the area?

SET

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(29)

«

How likely are you to inquire further about Citizen Bank's checking account offerings?
Extremely
Unikely

3

2

4

5

(30)

Extremely
Likely

6

How likely are you to consider Citizen’s checking account offerings if you were to change banks in
the next three months?
Extremely
Unikely

2

3

(21-28)

4

5

(31)

Extremely
Likely

6

What are your impressions of Citizen Bank?

(32-36)

(Place a check mark ft) on one of the seven lines between each pair to indicate your impression).
Extremely

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Slightly

Moderately

Extremely

Good

Bad

Pleasant

Unpleasant

Positive

Negative

Favorable

Unfavorable

Honest

Dishonest
STOP
(37)b

Please do not go beyond this page until instructed to do so.
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I am interested in your impressions of the Citizen Bank advertisement you saw.
(Indicate your impression of the advertisement on each characteristic below by placing a check mark (S/) on one
of the seven lines between each pair. The direction which you check, of course, depends upon which of the two
ends of the scale better reflect your impressions of the advertisement. If you consider the advertisement
to be neutral on the scale, or if you feel the scale is completely irrelevant to the advertisement, then you
should place your check mark in the middle space).

(38-62)

The Citizen Bank advertisement was:

Extremely

Moderately

Slightly

Neither

Slightly

Moderately

Extremely

Good
Informative
Pleasant
Gentle
Concrete

Bad
Uninformative
Unpleasant
Harsh
Abstract

Detailed
Exciting
Fascinating
Explicit
Believable

Sketchy
Unexciting
Boring
Vague
Unbelievable

Simple
Factual
Fair
Attractive
Clear

Complex
Fictional
Unfair
Unattractive
Vague

Honest
Inventive
Well made
Strong
Worth looking at

Dishonest
Ordinary
Poorly made
Weak
Not worth looking at

Meaningful
In good taste
Appealing
Interesting
Convincing

Meaningless
In poor taste
Unappealing
Uninteresting
Unconvincing

Overall, I found the advertisement:
Very
Ineffective

2

(63)

3

Very
Effective

4

•(64 )b

When you have completed all the questions, please proceed to the next page.
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How did the bank advertisement make you feel?
(Please circle a number from 1 to 7 that best describes your feelings while viewing the advertisement).
Very

(65-79)

Not
at all

much so

Impatient

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Insulted

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Happy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Angry

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cheerful

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Irritated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pleased

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Repulsed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Amused

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Confused

12

3

4

5

6

7

Stimulated

12

3

4

5

6

7

Calm

12

3

4

5

6

7

Soothed

12

3

4

5

6

7

Shocked

12

3

4

5

6

7

(M)b

When you have completed all the questions, please proceed to the next page.
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What is your overall evaluation of Citizen's checking account offerings based upon your reading of
the advertisement?
(Place a check mark on one of the seven lines between each pair to indicate your impression).

(5

Excellent

Poor

Superior

Inferior

Favorable

Unfavorable

Satisfactory

Unsatisfactory

Valuable

Worthless

How certain are you that your evaluation above of Citizen's checking account offerings is correct?
Extremely
Uncertain

-j

2

3

4

5

6

7

Extremely
Certain

Please circle a number from 1 to 7 to indicate your beliefs about each of the following features of Citizen
Bank's checking account offerings. Provide the best estimate you can.
Citizen Bank has low minimum balance requirements on checking accounts.
Extremely
Unlikely

1

2

3

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

4

5b

7

Extremely
Likely

4

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

4

Citizen Bank offers high interest rates on checking accounts.
Extremely
Unlikely

1

2

3

4

Citizen Bank has no service charges on checking accounts.
SEP

1

2

3

4

Citizen Bank provides direct payroll deposit privileges with checking accounts.
Extremely
Unlikely

1

2

3

Citizen Bank has large number of branch offices.
Unlikely

1

2

3

Citizen Bank provides overdraft privileges with checking accounts.
Exjemely
Unlikely

,

2

3

4

Citizen Bank has Automatic Teller Machines (ATM's) widely available.
Extremely
Unlikely

«

?

1

2

o
J

4
4

5

o

6
0

7

Extremely
Likely

3

4

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

Citizen Bank is open for extended hours.
Extremely
Unlikely

1

2

When you have completed all the questions, please proceed to the next page.

Please answer the following questions about yourself. There are no right or wrong answers.

(20-53)

(Please circle a number from -4 to +4 that best describes the extent of your agreement with each of the
following statements. A rating of -4 implies very strong disagreement whereas a rating of +4 implies
very strong agreement. A rating of 0 implies neither agreement nor disagreement).

Very
Strong
Disagreement

Veiy
Strong
Agreement

I would prefer complex to simple problems.-

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation
that requires a lot of thinking.-

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

Thinking is not my idea of fun.-

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

something that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities. —

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is
likely chance I will have to think in depth about
something.-

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and long for hours.—

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I only think as hard as I have to.-

■>

-4

-3

-2

t

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones.

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

->

-4

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

solutions to problems_

->

-4

-3

Cvl

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

Learning new ways to think doesn't excite me very much_

>

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve. —

>

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me_

>

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

•>

-4

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

■*

-4

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

■>

-4

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

>

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

I would rather do something that requires little thought than

I like tasks that require little thought once I've learned them.
The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the
top appeals to me.I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new

I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult and
important to one that is somewhat important but does
not require much thoughtI feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a
task that required a lot of mental effort

_

It’s enough for me that something gets the job done; I
don't care how or why it works.I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they
do not affect me personally.-

(54 )b
When you have completed all the questions, please proceed to the next page.
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Please circle a number from 1 to 7 to indicate your belief about Citizen Bank's checking account offerings
as compared to Bay Bank's checking account offerings. Provide the best estimate you can.
Better than

About

Worse than

Bay Bank

the same

Bay Bank

1

2

3

4

5

6

(55)

7

Please circle a number from 1 to 7 to indicate your beliefs about each of the following statements about
Citizen Bank's checking account offerings as compared to Bay Bank's checking account offerings. Provide
the best estimate you can.

(56-57)

Citizen Bank offers higher interest rates on its checking accounts than Bay Bank.
Extremely
Unlikely

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

Citizen Bank has more Automatic Teller Machines (ATM's) available to customers than Bay Bank.
Extremely
Unlikely

2

3

4

5

6

7

Extremely
Likely

Please write down all that you can remember about the Citizen Bank advertisement you saw earlier.

Have you seen the Citizen Bank advertisement before?

(58-59)

t60)

□ Yes
□ No
□ Don’t know

STOP
Please do not go beyond this page until instructed to do so.
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(M)b

Citizen Bank is currently in the process of reviewing their checking account offerings. We have
obtained descriptions of the checking accounts that are currently under consideration. In the
pages that follow, the accounts that are currently being considered are reproduced. We would
like you to provide us with your evaluations of how desirable each of these accounts is to you
personally.

Example
In the pages that follow, you will be evaluating checking accounts like the one shown below. Here
is how to indicate your evaluation; for example, if on a scale of 0 to 100, you would like to rate
the following checking account as 65, then you would draw a vertical line as shown below:
Minimum Balance

$300

Service Charge

5 cents per transaction

Interest Rate

5.15%

Number of Branch Offices

5 in Western Mass.

Automated Teller Machines

3 in Western Mass.

Direct Payroll Deposit

Yes

Overdraft Privileges

No

Taking all these features into account, how attractive is the account described above to you personally?
0- 10 -20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90- 100
EXTREMELY
UNATTRACTIVE

SOMEWHAT
UNATTRACTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
ATTRACTIVE

Proceed to the next page and evaluate each of the accounts
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EXTREMELY
ATTRACTIVE

259
Minimum Balance

$400

Service Charge

10 cents per transaction

Interest Rate

6.751

Number of Branch Offices

8 in Western Mass.

Automated Teller Machines

4 in Western Mass.

Direct Payroll Deposit Facility

Yes

Overdraft Privileges

Yes

3

Taking all these features into account, how attractive is the
account described above to you personally?
0-10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100
EXTREMELY
UNATTRACTIVE

SOMEWHAT
UNATTRACTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
ATTRACTIVE

EXTREMELY
ATTRACTIVE

259
Minimum Balance

$400

Service Charge

25 cents per transaction

Interest Rate

6.25%

Number of Branch Offices

8 in Western Mass.

Automated Teller Machines

4 in Western Mass.

Direct Payroll Deposit Facility

Yes

Overdraft Privileges

No

4

Taking all these features into account, how attractive is the
account described above to you personally?
0-10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100
EXTREMELY
UNATTRACTIVE

SOMEWHAT
UNATTRACTIVE

NEUTRAL

SOMEWHAT
ATTRACTIVE

EXTREMELY
ATTRACTIVE

Note: Thirty six vignette describing checking accounts similar in format to the above vignettes were filled out by each respondent.
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Please answer the following questions about your opinion of advertising in general. There are no right
or wrong answers.

(5-44)

(Please circle a number from -3 to +3 that best describes the extent of your agreement with each of the
following statements. A rating of-3 implies very strong disagreement whereas a rating of+3 implies
very strong agreement. A rating of 0 implies neither agreement nor disagreement).
Very
Strong
Disagreement

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

_ ►

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

_ ►

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising often persuades people to buy things they shouldn't buy. _ .

-3

o

+1

+2

+3

In general, advertisements present a true picture of the product advertised. _ ,

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising helps raise our standard of living._ ►

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising results in better products for the public.

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

limitations or bad points of their products as well as about the advantages
and good points. _ >

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising adds to the costs that must be passed along to consumers in the
form of higher prices. _

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising causes people to buy things they really don’t need. _ .

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

Most product advertising is truthful.

_ .

-3

-2

1

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising is a reliable source of information about the quality and performance
of products. _ .

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

Advertising in this country does not result in a larger volume of goods being
produced. _ .

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

Television commercials take undue advantage of children. _ .

-3

-2

-11

0

+1

+2

+3

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

advertised. _ .

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

A legal limit should be placed on the amount of money a company can spend on
advertising.
_ .

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

unnecessary goods. ...

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Today's standards of advertising are higher compared with ten years ago.

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

Most advertising insults the intelligence of the average consumer.
In general, advertising results in lower prices.

_ >

•

_ >

i
ro

Advertising is essential.

Very
Strong
Agreement

In their advertising, companies should be required to tell consumers about the

Advertising appeals to people's emotions rather than appealing to their
intelligence_
Advertising does not give people enough information about the product being

Whenever an advertisement claim has been ruled false or misleading, the company
involved should be required to advertise this fact until consumers are informed
about it _
Advertising leads to a waste of natural resources by creating desires for

-

(45-46)b

When you have completed all the questions, please proceed to the next page.
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Please complete the following information about yourself.
Sex

□
D

Z\

□
□
□
□

(48-49)

□

Education

□
□
□

Less than 26 years
26-30 years
31-35 years
36-40 years
41-45 years
46-50 years
51-55 years
56-60 years
61-65 years
Above 65 years

My total annual household income
is approximately:

□
□
□
□
□
□

(51)

□ Yes
□ No

Male
Female

Age

D
□
□

Do you own your home?

(47)

□
D

Check last year completed.

Elementary school
Some high school, did not graduate
High school, graduated
TradeATechnical school
1-3 years college
4 years college
Graduate school

Marital Status

□
D
□
□

(50)

Less than $10,000
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000-$29,999
$30,000-$39,999
$40,000-$49,999
$50,000-$59,999
$60,000-$69,999
$70,000 and above

How many wage earners are in
your household?

Thank you for your time and help in completing this survey.

Please complete the following information for purposes of the raffle drawing.

Your Name:___
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(54)

Full time
Part time

No. of Males
_
No. of Females _

Telephone No.(work):

(53)

Single
Married
Divorced, Widowed, Separated
Other

Working Status

□
D

(52)

(55-56)

APPENDIX C

VIGNETTE ANALYSIS
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Vignette Design

Rarely are brand evaluations and attribute importance perceptions based on
processing of advertisements alone. Advertising attempts to influence brand
evaluations by influencing how objective product feature information is processed.
Vignette analysis technique enables one to examine advertisement effectiveness by
considering its impact on the processing of objective product feature information.
The technique of vignette analysis is similar in spirit to the conjoint analysis
techniques used extensively in marketing. It enables one to draw inferences of
psychological processes in making evaluations using the overt numerical response. In
this section, the technique is illustrated within the context of this research.
Bank checking accounts, characterized by many attributes and their
dimensions, are proposed to be used as stimulus objects in this study. The first major
task in the design of a factorial survey is to decide on the factors and the levels of each
factor. Since the factorial object population is defined as the set of all possible
combinations of levels across factors, whatever is decided about factors and their
respective dimensions also sets what is to be the factorial object universe. Deciding on
what should be included as a factor or a factor level is a function of attributes of the
objects/issues under consideration. Ideally, the selection of factors and factor levels
should be based upon existing substantive knowledge or theoretical literature; for
example marketing research studies dealing with bank checking accounts. In the
absence of the availability of such information, information on services and features of
currently offered checking accounts could aid in determining the factorial object
universe. Thus, the factors and the factor levels in this study represent the range of
services and features currently available in the area where the study is conducted.
Based on the information collected on current checking accounts, seven attributes are
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used to develop the vignettes: minimum balance, service charge, direct deposit,
interest rate on balances, branches, and overdraft privilieges. The availability of
ATMs factor was not included in the vignette design because that would make the
information in the vignettes inconsistent with the manipulations in the advertisement
stimuli. Although the selected attributes are not exhaustive, they are highly
representative of the attributes that are normally considered. The levels for each of the
attributes selected are shown in Table C.l.
The levels of the seven attribute factors are combined to from a
6x7x2x5x8x2x2 factorial design to yield a total of 13440 distinct combinations of
vignettes. Rossi's vignette design methodology is used to reduce the number of
vignettes evaluated by each respondent to some reasonable number without
jeopardizing the generalization to the complete range. Rossi's vignette analysis
methodology is extremely attractive in enhancing understanding of human judgments
and evaluation processes where several attribute with large number of dimensions are
involved (cf. Rossi, Waite, Bose and Berk 1974; Rossi, Sampson, Bose, Jasso, and
Passel 1974; Rossi and Anderson 1982). Basically, vignette analysis uses survey
research procedures in conjunction with the experimental design principles. In this
research, for all the vignettes, same presentation order of attributes was maintained.
The presentation order of the attributes was as follows: minimum balance, service
charge, direct deposit facility, interest rate, number of branches, availability of
automatic teller machines and overdraft privileges. The nonrandomized order of
attribute presentation was not considered problematic since the major study interest is
not in the comparison between attributes.
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Table C.l
Bank Checking Account Attributes and their Levels
Used in Developing Vignette Profiles
Minimum Balance:

Interest:

No minimum balance
$100
$200
$300
$400
$500

5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%

Service Charge:

Number of Branch Offices:

No charge
5 0 per transaction
10 0 per transaction
15 0 per transaction
20 0 per transaction
25 0 per transaction
30 cents per transaction

None
2
6
12

Direct Deposit Facility:

Overdraft Privileges:

Yes
No

Yes
No
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To obtain the indirect measure of attribute importance, subjects rated thirty profiles of
checking accounts generated using vignette methodology. Each of the checking
account profiles were described in terms of checking account attributes. Ordinary
least squares regression was preformed at individual level to obtain raw 6 coefficients
for each attribute. The 6 coefficients served as indirect measure of attribute
importance. This approach yields objective estimates of relative importance of
checking account attributes. The indirect estimates of B weights were used as
dependent varaibale in an ANCOVA procedure. The covariates were the same
variables as used while testing other hypotheses in this research. The expectation in
performing the ANCOVA was to see if the indirect attribute importance measures
were influenced by the treatment variables namely, message type, message content,
and message sidedness. The mean B weights across treatment conditions for interest
rate.(the availability of ATM factor was not manipulated in the vignettes and therfore
no B weights were available) appear in table C.2. The ANCOVA results appear in
Table C.3. As can be seen from these results none of the interaction or the main
effects is significant. Two prime reasons are advanced for this: (1) the nature of
vignette task prevented subjects from retreiving the ad information and using it, (2) the
subjects perceived the ad evaluation task and the vignette independent of each other,
(3) the manipulations did in fact not influence attribute importance. A separate study
would have to be designed to explore these issues. Future research must be
undertaken to develop methodologies to address the issue of how individuals integrate
information from ads with other information that becomes available to them.
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Table C.2
Mean B Weights for High Interest Rate Attribute Importance Across Treatments

Message Sidedness

Noncomparative
Evaluative
Factual

Comparative
Factual
Evaluative

One-sided

14.93

14.70

13.21

14.98

Two-sided unrefuted

13.79

15.03

15.95

14.00

Two-sided refuted

13.89

14.65

12.79

13.78
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Table C.3
Analysis of Variance for Indirect Attribute Importance Ratings
(Importance of High Interest Rate on Checking Accounts)

df

Source of Variation

MS

F

Main effects
Message Type (MT)
Message Content (MC)
Message Sidedness (MS)

1
1
2

43.745
28.952
82.490

.905
.074
1.460

1
2
2
2

21.267
10.231
33.141
11.836

.237
.043
.900
.765

392

51.347

Interactions
MT * MC
MT * MS
MC * MS
MT * MC * MS
Residual
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P<
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